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Tuesday, August 3 morning 

Symposia sessions 

Start End Room Title 

9:00 12:00 WH-119 Center for Workshops in the Chemical Sciences (CWCS) 

9:00 11:20 U-413 Chemical Education Around the World 

9:00 11:20 U-412 Cognition in Chemistry Education 

9:20 11:40 BIOL-106 Communicating Chemistry: Demonstrations in the 

Classroom and Beyond 

9:00 11:40 WH-316 Educating Future Forensic Scientists 

9:00 12:00 WH-121 Engaging Students in Organic Chemistry 

9:20 11:40 U-418 Green Chemistry in the Organic Laboratory 

9:40 11:20 WH-212 Guided Guided Inquiry 

9:00 12:00 WH-315 Interviews as a Data Collection Method 

9:00 12:00 WH-313 Laboratory Innovations and Investigations 

9:00 12:00 W-417 Practices and Policies that Foster Excellence in the First 

Two Years 

9:00 12:00 U-411 Research in Chemistry Education  

9:20 12:00 U-415 Service-Learning in Chemistry 

9:20 11:20 WH-314 The G, O, Bs of Allied Health Chemistry 

9:00 12:00 U-417 The New ChemSource: Standards, Assessment, and More 
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Tuesday, August 3 morning 

Symposia sessions 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM WH-119 

S42: Center for Workshops in the Chemical Sciences (CWCS) – Part 1 of 3 

Lawrence Kaplan (Williams College, USA) 

The Center for Workshops in the Chemical Sciences (CWCS) conducts workshops primarily for 

college and university faculty. The workshops are designed to provide a background of key areas 

of the chemical sciences along with pedagogical methods to introduce the topics into the 

undergraduate curriculum. In addition, CWCS develops Communities of Scholars in topical 

areas derived from workshop activities for the adaptation, implementation and development of 

high-quality course content and pedagogy, and the propagation of the use of successful teaching 

strategies. This symposium will include presentations concerning all aspects of the CWCS 

program including an overview of the workshop program, the content and scope of individual 

workshops, and the impact participation in the workshop program has had on the ability of 

workshop alumni to develop new pedagogical material. The CWCS is supported by the NSF, 

DUE, CCLI Program (DUE-0618678). 

9:00   introduction 

9:05 
Lawrence 

Kaplan 
P298: Forensic science: An advanced CWCS workshop 

9:25 John Woolcock P299: Neutralizing the CSI effect 

9:45 Eric Schurter 
P300: Forensics laboratory investigation using fluorometry to detect 

nitrated explosives and materials labeled with fluorophores 

10:05 
Deirdre Belle-

Oudry 
P301: Forensic case studies in the quantitative analysis laboratory 

10:25   break 

10:40 Mary DiSano P302: Introductory forensic science: A team taught approach 

11:00 
Huggins 

Msimanga 

P303: Laboratory activities in the forensic track B. S. degree at Kennesaw 

State University 

11:20 Jessica Rogers 
P304: Effects of changing the chemistry lab from cookbook to inquiry: A 

new nursing chemistry lab approach 

11:40 David Collard P305: Future plans for CWCS: Responding to the community's needs 

 

P298: Forensic science: An advanced CWCS workshop 

Lawrence Kaplan (Williams College, USA) 

The CWCS workshops provide a modern perspective on selected topics and an approach for 

including these topics in the undergraduate curriculum. The teaching/learning strategies 

employed in the Forensic Science workshop have been described previously. The workshop uses 
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the fascination with crime detection and the discovery pedagogical approach to stimulate interest 

in science and technology. Approximately 240 colleagues have participated in 15 workshops 

since 2001. Sixteen alumni attended an advanced workshop in which each became both a 

participant and an instructor. Each participant presented a hand-on, interactive activity – in some 

cases discussion based, in some cases experimentally based. The topics included the analysis of 

bullets and gunpowder residue, the operation of the portable x-ray fluorescence detector, the use 

of the Fourier Transform infrared microscope, procedures for lifting and identifying tool marks, 

atomic absorption spectroscopy for identifying heavy metal poisons, and the advantages of using 

the attenuated total reflectance attachment to the FTIR. A review of the scope and organization 

of the workshop as well as some examples of the topics will be presented. (Supported by NSF-

DUE 0089417, 0341138 and 0618678)  

 

P299: Neutralizing the CSI Effect 

John Woolcock (Indiana University of Pennsylvania, USA) 

The popularity of CSI: Crime Scene Investigations and other fictional crime dramas that focus on 

the work of forensic scientists, has created the so-called ―CSI Effect‖. While the producers of 

these shows try to make the forensic science as realistic as possible, they do take dramatic 

license and as a result present a distorted view of how forensic science is practiced. However, 

there are also a number of shows based on real criminal cases that also feature forensic science 

both at the crime scene and in the lab. This presentation will compare and contrast the use of the 

CSI TV series with reality-based forensic shows. I will also show how classroom demonstrations 

can be used to illustrate forensic science principles in a non-laboratory, non-science majors 

course on criminalistics. 

 

P300: Forensics laboratory investigation using fluorometry to detect nitrated explosives 

and materials labeled with fluorophores 

Eric Schurter (Muskingum University, USA) 

The two part general chemistry laboratory in forensics was developed to illustrate the use of 

fluorometry for tracing materials tagged with fluorophores and the detection of nitrated explosive 

residues. The laboratory uses UV-light sources for detection and identification of single 

fluorophore makers present in various materials. This analysis is extended to the detection and 

identification of very low concentrations of fluorophore mixtures with the use of a fluorometer. 

Fluorescent markers are identified by comparing both the emission and excitation spectra to the 

spectra of known fluorophore standards. The second part of the experiment makes use of 

fluorescent quenching to detect residual amounts of nitrated explosive residues. Materials 

collected from a blast site are processed to remove explosive residue. The residue is then mixed 

with standard solutions of selected fluorophores and the resultant fluorescent quenching is 

measured with a fluorometer. Both the amount of explosive residue found and locations of 

materials with the contamination are used to reconstruct the blast scene. For laboratories without 

a fluorometer, concentrations of fluorophores and nitrated explosive residues can be manipulated 
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to allow for analysis using UV-light sources only. The experiment illustrates differences in the 

emission and excitation spectra, molar extinction coefficients, quenching and detection limits for 

selected fluorophores in addition to providing an introduction to the theory and operation of a 

fluorometer.  

 

P301: Forensic case studies in the quantitative analysis laboratory 

Deirdre Belle-Oudry (University of Arizona, USA) 

We have recently implemented forensic case studies in our non-majors quantitative analysis 

laboratory course. Students in this course have a wide array of interests ranging from 

environmental to nutritional science. Since forensic science is a popular subject that appeals to so 

many people, it allows us to capture the interest of this diverse group of students. We present 

students with a crime scenario and trace evidence, then allow them to design and implement their 

own analyses within the context of the course. The forensic project facilitates development of 

skills not normally cultivated in the regular ―cookbook‖ experiments done in many courses, 

including teamwork, problem-solving, and creative thinking. Involvement of more advanced 

chemistry students in the development of this project provides an additional educational benefit. 

The CWCS Advanced Forensic Science workshop helped provide the framework for developing 

this project, which we tailored to mesh with the learning goals of our quantitative analysis 

course. 

 

P302: Introductory forensic science: A team taught approach 

Mary DiSano (Monroe Community College, USA), Maryann Marino (Monroe Community 

College – Damon City Campus, USA) 

Forensic Science courses have become popular on college campuses due in part to television 

shows such as CSI and Law and Order. Most Forensic Science courses are traditionally housed 

in the Chemistry department. However, to fulfill the need for an alternative science elective for 

Criminal Justice majors, a team-taught Introductory Forensic Science course was developed at 

Monroe Community College (MCC) by two faculty members, one from the Biology department 

and one from the Chemistry department.  The course was first taught in the Spring semester of 

2006. To prepare for this course both instructors completed the week long Forensic Science 

workshop (2005) given by Dr. Lawrence Kaplan through the Center for Workshops in the 

Chemical Sciences (CWCS). The workshop provided the initial training in many aspects of 

Forensic Science needed by both instructors in order to develop accurate and interesting lectures 

and laboratory activities. Dr. Kaplan‘s workshop also provided a group of colleagues the 

opportunity to exchange ideas. Furthermore, as a result of the knowledge gained at the CWCS 

workshop, both instructors were able to present a week-long workshop in Forensic Science to a 

group of high school teachers at MCC through Project WISE (Workshops for the Improvement 

of Science Education). This was funded by the National Science Foundation under Grant 

#0302691. A discussion of how both biological and chemistry techniques learned and practiced 
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at the CWCS forensic workshop were incorporated into the team taught course offered at MCC 

will be presented.   

P303: Laboratory activities in the forensic track B. S. degree at Kennesaw State University 
Huggins Msimanga (Kennesaw State University, USA) 

In fall 2003, we created an introductory forensic chemistry course at KSU with the goal to 

impact more students with scientific knowledge. The course attracted both freshman and junior 

students. Its point of attraction was creation of a crime scene where students collected ―physical 

evidence‖ that became samples for analysis. The objective of analyzing the samples was to link 

evidence to a common source, and to re-create a story based on a case scenario. With input from 

Georgia Bureau of Investigation and reports by C&E News of dire shortage of manpower in 

crime labs, consideration of a forensic track degree became strong. In 2005/2006 a new course, 

Forensic Analysis Chemistry, was created. This course completed the forensic track B. S. degree, 

which has been formulated according to the Forensic Science Education Programs Accreditation 

Commission (FEPAC) guidelines. Parallel with the forensic track degree, some new experiments 

(classification of brand medicines by FTIR/PLS-DA, detection of psilocybin mushroom analogs 

by GC/FID) have been developed, some of which will be described further in this presentation. 

 

P304: Effects of changing the chemistry lab from cookbook to inquiry: A new nursing 

chemistry lab approach 
Jessica Rogers (Lubbock Christian University, USA) 

All nurses need a background in chemistry, as any chemistry teacher well knows and any nursing 

student will fight against. This paper describes a process that attempted to meet the needs of 

nursing students in a pre-nursing undergraduate class. A nursing chemistry laboratory was taught 

in traditional verification style and students were surveyed to assess their perceptions of the 

educational goals of the laboratory (Fall 2008). A literature review resulted in a more discovery 

based laboratory manual and an analysis of the needs of nurses resulted in more application 

based activities. This new format was implemented (Fall 2009) and the students were surveyed 

to assess their perceptions of the educational goals of the laboratory at the end of the semester 

and results were compared to the previous semester. Preliminary student response to the lab 

format is positive and instructor response is positive. Further results will be evaluated and 

reported.  

 

P305: Future plans for CWCS: Responding to the community's needs 
David Collard (Georgia Institute of Technology, USA) 

In the period 2001-2010, CWCS organized 103 workshops at 31 consortium institutions on 25 

different topics for > 1200 participating faculty members. We suggest that the attendees in 

CWCS workshops represent a large pool of potential participants in multifaceted communities of 

scholars. Participants will be equipped to take on a variety of leadership roles to disseminate 

high-quality tested curriculum materials. This session will be a discussion involving the CWCS 

leadership group, past workshop participants and audience members about the opportunities for 

professional development in the CWCS program.  

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM U-413 

S43: Chemical Education Around the World – Part 1 of 3 

John Kotz (SUNY, USA) 
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Advances in chemical education occur throughout the world, especially now that we are so 

interconnected. We invite submissions on innovative programs and on approaches to education 

of students and teachers in other nations, particularly in the developing world. A portion of the 

symposium will also be devoted to the International Chemistry Olympiad program.  

9:00   introduction 

9:05 
Santiago Sandi-

Urena 

P306: Impact of participating in diverse, multi-national chemical 

education forums on a researcher‘s practice 

9:25 
Patricia Morales 

Bueno 

P307: Opportunities for international learning circles through PBL 

scenarios  

9:45 Jui-Lin She 
P308: Reflection of students article-reading of Journal of Chemical 

Education 

10:05 Liak Phong Lee 
P309: Chemistry talent development program offered by Raffles 

Institution, Singapore 

10:25   break 

10:40 
Nicole John-

Thomas 

P310: The 'dawn' of chemical education at the University of the West 

Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 

11:00 Luis Montes 
P311: Providing a global perspective of chemistry through the sources 

of elements 

 

P306: Impact of participating in diverse, multi-national chemical education forums on a 

researcher‟s practice 
Santiago Sandi-Urena (University of South Florida, USA) 

Even though we may be brought together by the common language of chemistry, our approach to 

learning and using that language may be highly determined by environmental factors. We are 

already acquainted with the benefits of a rich diversity in student populations and in learning and 

teaching approaches. This diversity and its benefits may be enhanced by appropriately exploring 

Chemical Education Around the World. Two dimensions may be associated with this 

exploration: (1) access to a diverse pool of ideas and possibilities; and (2) an opportunity to 

critically reflect about our own practice by taking a fresh look at it through the outsiders‘ lens. 

This talk will describe the experience of the presenter in diverse, multi-national events and 

environments in relation to his Chemical Education research and practice. Furthermore, it will 

serve as forum to report on his participation at the European Conference on Research in 

Chemical Education, ECRICE 2010 which was partly funded through a travel award from the 

International Activities Committee of the Chemical Education Division. 

 

P307: Opportunities for international learning circles through PBL scenarios  
Patricia Morales Bueno (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, Perú) 

For the past ten years, it has been implemented a hybrid PBL methodology in the General 

Chemistry courses of Pontifical Catholic University of Peru (PUCP). On the basis of experience 

gained, there have been some attempts to work in PBL scenarios involving students from 

American institutions such as Florida Southern College and Environmental Sciences Tennessee 

Technological University - PhD Program, in conjunction with Peruvian students. In this paper 

we report the details of these experiences and the possibility of establishing links of interest in 

this subject through ICUC - PBL community. 
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P308: Reflection of students article-reading of Journal of Chemical Education 
Jui-Lin She (National Taiwan University, Taiwan) 

Training students to read the papers of the Journal of Chemical Education (JCE) has been a 

practice of my general chemistry classes for three years. It was observed that students from 

different colleges chose different kinds of articles to study. Students from college of agriculture 

would like to choose the articles about life science and foods. Students from civil engineering 

choose the articles about construction and environments. The assignments of 132 students of 

department of chemical engineering were analyzed on 2009. Students would like to read the 

articles concerning the environment, methods of analysis, and food-drug-and-living. One of the 

favorite articles was the chemistry related to the television drama CSI (Crime Scene 

Investigation) or movies. The practice of the article-reading of JCE is a good starting point of the 

first-year college students to search and read the papers on chemical journals. It is also a good 

training for non-native English students to improve their English reading. 

 

P309: Chemistry talent development program offered by Raffles Institution, Singapore 
Liak Phong Lee (Raffles Institution, Singapore) 

Raffles Institution in Singapore has developed a robust curriculum differentiated program to 

meet the cognitive and affective needs of the highly-able students that it has attracted over the 

last 28 years. This paper describes the college‘s framework for its Chemistry Talent 

Development Program. These students are grouped according to their ability for specialized pull-

out classes. The curriculum is anchored in the National Cambridge ‗A‘ level syllabus, with 

differentiation to meet learning needs of the highly able students with acceleration of instruction, 

deepening and broadening of selected topics. The program also provides advanced enrichment 

opportunities, e.g. Olympiad training to prepare them for national and international events, 

independent research projects, field visits, etc. Outstanding students are selected to represent the 

college and Singapore in the Olympiads and other international competitions. Our students had 

emerged second position in the 40th IChO (2008) and ranked 12 in the 41th IChO (2009). 

 

P310: The 'dawn' of chemical education at the University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, 

Trinidad and Tobago. 
Nicole John-Thomas (University of the West Indies, Trinidad and Tobago) 

The Department of Chemistry, at the University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad and 

Tobago, is in the process of conducting a review of its curriculum. We are particularly interested 

in 'updating' our first-year program, both in terms of content organization and delivery. The 

process of our Curriculum Review and the results to date will be presented. Special emphasis 

will be placed on initiatives taken as a result of our new focus on developing Chemical 

Education as a research platform in the Department. 

 

P311: Providing a global perspective of chemistry through the sources of elements 
Luis Montes (University of Central Oklahoma, USA) 

The National Science Education Standards include the goal of providing students with an 

understanding of the role of chemistry in a global society. One way to provide this global 

perspective is to acquaint students with the sources of the elements they use in lab or discuss in 

class. This talk will report on a presentation of the periodic table that incorporates information 

about the major geographic sources of the elements. This periodic table provides students with 
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an international understanding of the chemistry discipline and its role in the world. 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM U-412 

S4: Cognition in Chemistry Education – Part 3 of 3 

Daniel Domin (Triton College, USA) 

This symposium is designed to be a gathering of researchers and educators with an interest in the 

role of cognition in chemistry education. We will present our findings and discuss the cognitive 

issues associated with the teaching and learning of chemistry. We invite researchers, graduate 

students and sponsored undergraduate researchers to join us in the conversation. We solicit 

scholarship associated with the cognitive processes of learning; the application of research 

findings to theoretical and practical teaching perspectives and methods; neurological and 

psychological foundations of learning and cognition; knowledge construction through mental 

models and other constructs; and other cognitive aspects of the learning/teaching paradigm.  

9:00   introduction 

9:05 Holly Schiltz 
P312: Providing a resource for abstract visualization using physical 3-

D models 

9:25 Alexey Leontyev 
P313: Visualization of chemical systems: Enhancement of conceptual 

chemistry 

9:45 John Pollard 
P314: What are the visuospatial pathways students utilize when 

learning chemistry concepts?  

10:05 Daniel Domin P315: Investigating students' meta-representational competence 

10:25   break 

10:40 
Gautam 

Bhattacharyya 

P316: What are those lines and letters? Making meaning of organic 

chemistry diagrams 

11:00 Carisssa Manrique 
P317: Logical thinking and spatial intelligence: The effect of using 

cybertechnology in a chemistry classroom 

 

P312: Providing a resource for abstract visualization using physical 3-D models 
Holly Schiltz (North Carolina State University, USA) 

Resources to help students bridge between topics and explore topics in depth are more common 

in earlier undergraduate classes than in advanced courses. Demonstrations, diagrams, and written 

activities are instrumental in the inorganic chemistry curriculum. Many inorganic topics require 

visualization and abstract thought that is difficult to relate with two-dimensional representations 

and verbal descriptions. For example, displaying the initial and final positions of a molecule that 

has undergone an improper rotation does not show students how to track the motion of the 

molecule as it is rotated and reflected. Students unable to visualize symmetry operations may 

require more information to form a complete mental concept. We have developed physical three-

dimensional models to provide students with a methodical system for exploring aspects of 

molecular symmetry when group theory is introduced. These models were tailored using data 

from focus groups of students in an undergraduate inorganic class. The physical models may 

provide a tangible context for an abstract topic that is traditionally shown with diagrams, 

computer programs, or imagined axes and planes on modeling kit molecules. All models may be 

used as demonstrations or subjects of discussion while some act as scaffolding for students to use 
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their own model kits to explore the three-dimensional space they occupy when studying and 

internalizing symmetry. 

 

P313: Visualization of chemical systems: Enhancement of conceptual chemistry 
Alexey Leontyev (University of Northern Colorado, USA) 

For many people, it is easier to comprehend an abstract principle related to an imaginary system 

if they can relate them through visual representations. Conversely, many students perform 

mathematical operations without knowing the underlying chemical principles. The purpose of 

this presentation is to show how students‘ approaches to studying chemical principles can be 

enhanced with graphical representations of chemical systems. This new conceptual teaching 

approach focuses on using graphical representations of chemical systems. In this approach, 

reactivity corresponds to the size of the icon, which allows students to actually ―see‖ the 

conservation of energy as it applies to chemical systems. This approach has been developed for 

teaching certain chemical topics such as chemical kinetics, equilibrium, acids and bases, 

solutions, electrochemical principles, thermodynamics, coordination chemistry, and selected 

topics in organic chemistry. We will present several teaching tools that were developed using 

this particular conceptual approach. 

 

P314: What are the visuospatial pathways students utilize when learning chemistry 

concepts?  
John Pollard (University of Arizona, USA) 

Over the past two and a half decades, a significant amount of research effort has been invested 

into examining the role of visuospatial congnition in learning chemistry concepts. It has been 

fairly well established that there are correlations between students' visuospatial skills and their 

abilities to perform spatial and non-spatial problem-solving tasks. In addition, there have been 

many studies that support gender differences in spatial skills. One of the primary tools used to 

establish these correlations within the chemical education community is the Purdue Rotations of 

Objects Test (PROT). This exam is based on the premise that participants solve the rotation 

problems in a Gestalt or holistic fashion and in part relies on time constraints to ensure that this 

is the predominant cognitive pathway. Recent work in neuropsychology and functional 

neuroimaging suggests that genders may inherently utilize different pathways, which challenges 

the notion that an exam such as the PROT can force all participants to choose a holistic over an 

analytic or algorithmic pathway. These current findings will be presented, as well as some of the 

recent survey- and interview-based research we have done to explore the visuospatial pathway 

heuristic that students utilize. Our initial findings support the emerging idea that in general, 

genders inherently select different pathways and that the pathway of preference does not 

necessarily correlate with success in the spatial task.  

 

P315: Investigating students' meta-representational competence 
Daniel Domin (Triton College, USA) 

The ability to construct, interpret, evaluate, and utilize both internal and external representations 

has a direct bearing on the performance level one brings to a specific cognitive task. diSessa 

(2004) [Cognition and Instruction, 22, 293-331], refers to this as meta-representational 

competence. This paper explores the meta-representational competence of 12 undergraduates in 

their first semester of organic chemistry. Through one-on-one semi-structured clinical 

interviews, the meta-representational competence of these students with respect to evaluating and 
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constructing representations of cyclohexane molecules was assessed. The results showed that 

although the majority of students (58%) used what they considered to be the best representation 

in their representation construction, a significant fraction (42%) preferred to work with a 

representation that they did not consider being the best. Students‘ notions of the characteristics of 

the best representations and their explanations as to why the preferred representation was not the 

best representation will be discussed. 

 

P316: What are those lines and letters? Making meaning of organic chemistry diagrams 
Gautam Bhattacharyya (Clemson University, USA) 

Creating and interpreting diagrams are among the most useful skills for any aspiring scientist. 

Diagrams are a primary means of communication among practicing scientists and are important 

problem-solving tools for understanding problems and off-loading some of the cognitive 

demands of problem solving. Elucidating how students learn diagrammatic reasoning, therefore, 

would represent a big step in understanding the process of expertise development. In the context 

of organic chemistry, diagrams are typically filled with line structures of molecules. These 

structures explicitly show many features of the molecules which they represent, but they leave 

even more implicit. For the past couple of years, we have studied representational competence 

and diagrammatic reasoning from multiple perspectives. Rather than focusing on any single 

component of these skills, such as visuo-spatial ability, our research has attempted to elucidate 

the meaning students derive from the images on paper and the reasoning induced by those 

meanings. As such, we have used qualitative methods with graduate and undergraduate students 

as research participants in the contexts of organic reaction mechanism tasks and structure-

function relationships. These studies necessitated multiple theoretical frameworks as well as 

multiple inductive analysis techniques. In this talk I will describe the individual studies and 

present our overall insights on the development of representational competence and 

diagrammatic reasoning. I will finish with some thoughts on the instructional implications of our 

findings.  

 

P317: Logical thinking and spatial intelligence: The effect of using cybertechnology in a 

chemistry classroom 
Carisssa Manrique (University of North Texas, USA) 

Correlations between logical thinking, spatial intelligence, and STEM students' success are 

widely reported in research studies (Baenninger, 1989; Bodner & Guay, 1997; Bunce & 

Hutchinson, 1993; Hahn & Polik, 2004; Linn & Hyde, 1989; Shea, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2001). 

A science expert is expected to have both increased logical thinking skills to solve complex 

algorithmic and conceptual problems and a distinguished spatial intelligence level to visualize 

complex structures in three-dimensional (3-D) space. For these reasons, it is my hypothesis that 

STEM students will need intensive training in both logical thinking and spatial skills to prepare 

novice STEM students' minds to think like scientists. Therefore, this study will focus on the 

relationship of logical thinking and spatial intelligence, and their roles in chemistry classroom 

success. The intellectual merits of this research will provide evidence to help fill a void in recent 

cognitive research identifying the influence of cyberlearning on both spatial intelligence and 

logical thinking of lower-division university participants and STEM course success. The broader 

impact arises as an extension of this empirical research to prepare the minds of a wide range of 

STEM learners for 21st century STEM careers. In addition, knowledge gained from this 

empirical study can be utilized in helping younger students attain sophisticated logical and 
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visualization skills.  

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM BIOL-106 

S27: Communicating Chemistry: Demonstrations in the Classroom and Beyond 

– Part 1 of 2 

Bassam Shakhashiri (University of Wisconsin – Madison, USA) 

The purpose of this symposium is to share a range of views regarding the use of chemical 

demonstrations in classrooms and in other settings and to spark interest in old and new 

demonstrations. Learner attitudes can be influenced by watching teachers do experiments in 

classroom settings. Lecture demonstrations help focus students' attention on chemical behavior 

and properties, and increase students' awareness and knowledge of chemistry. To approach 

demonstrations simply as a chance to impress students with the "magic" of chemistry is to fail to 

appreciate the opportunity they provide to teach scientific concepts. Lecture experiments 

generally involve more student participation through greater reliance on "what if" questions and 

suggestions from students as the teacher manipulates the chemical system. In principle and in 

practice, every lecture demonstration conveys the teacher's attitudes about the experimental basis 

of chemistry, and through them teachers can motivate their students to conduct further 

experimentation and lead them to understand the interplay between theory and experiment. 

Lecture demonstrations should not, of course, be considered a substitute for laboratory 

experiments, where students work directly with chemicals and equipment at their own pace and 

make their own discoveries. Demonstrations presented in public settings and through print and 

electronic media will be discussed. 

9:20   introduction 

9:25 
Bassam 

Shakhashiri 

P318: On chemistry demonstrations and experiments everywhere: What, 

why, and how 

9:45 Stacy Wittkopp 
P319: The science and art of communicating science: "Science Is Fun" 

student public presentations 

10:05 Robert Becker P320: Chemistry demonstrations to teach by 

10:25   break 

10:40 Kathryn Wagner P321: From aah to aha: Using demonstrations to entertain and educate 

11:00 Ron Perkins P322: The ammonia fountain demo: Far more than meets the eye 

11:20   discussion 

 

P318: On chemistry demonstrations and experiments everywhere: What, why, and how 

Bassam Shakhashiri (University of Wisconsin – Madison, USA) 

Chemistry demonstrations and lecture experiments display phenomena and illustrate principles, 

but they primarily reveal and convey the presenter's attitude toward science and toward learning. 

Anyone can mix chemicals to show off, to cause loud noise, to produce color change, to attract 

attention, and thus present themselves and their values to an audience. Those who aim to share 

profound values, desire to affect learning, and want to effectively communicate science must 

have clarity of purpose, deep understanding of the science of each demonstration/experiment, 

and great skills in selecting and staging what is shown as well as in safe handling of chemicals 
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and equipment, and in interacting with targeted audiences. In this talk I shall elaborate on the 

above with the aid of demonstrations and experiments. 

 

P319: The science and art of communicating science: "Science Is Fun" student public 

presentations 

Stacy Wittkopp (University of Wisconsin – Madison, USA), Rodney Schreiner (University of 

Wisconsin – Madison, USA), Bassam Shakhashiri (University of Wisconsin – Madison, USA) 

The Wisconsin Initiative for Science Literacy (WISL) trains undergraduate and graduate 

students, post docs, academic staff, and faculty to participate in Science is Fun presentations. 

Science Is Fun Presentations are offered both on and off campus to a wide variety of audiences 

including students, teachers, parents, and members of the community at large. An exciting 

component of these public presentations is one which links science and the performing arts. 

Among the presenters are students, staff, and faculty from science departments, music, theatre, 

and other performing arts, who combine their art with scientific experiments to share the joy and 

excitement of both artistic and scientific creativity. Presenters gain experience in the safe and 

proper presentation of science demonstrations in school settings, shopping malls, and other 

public venues. New presenters join an experienced staff who enjoy doing demonstrations and 

who continue to develop the art of presenting a science demonstration. Training involves: 

learning scientific principles and phenomena, prior preparation to public presentation, 

developing skills for connecting with different audiences, mastering safety practices, and proper 

staging and displaying demonstrations. Presenters engage in research projects to develop or 

adapt demonstrations to include in their repertoire. Presenters become comfortable in genuinely 

sharing their personal joy and fun in doing science. We shall describe the course, its various 

components, feedback from presenters and audiences, and share selected demonstrations. 

 

P320: Chemistry demonstrations to teach by 

Robert Becker (Kirkwood High School, USA) 

Demonstrations have long served as the chemistry teachers most tangible method for connecting 

theory with experience. To show chemistry taking place live, to discuss the theory behind the 

effect as the students are witnessing it, how great a teaching tool is that!? Even better if the 

students themselves are performing the demonstrations and leading the discussions. This session 

will focus on six or seven of my favorite demostrations, all ones that I have for the past twelve 

years turned over to have the students demonstrate in front of the class.  

 

P321: From aah to aha: Using demonstrations to entertain and educate 

Kathryn Wagner (Princeton University, USA) 

Chemical demonstrations intrigue and delight. They can also educate. Thoughtfully selected and 

presented demonstrations can do more than introduce, exemplify, reinforce, and integrate 

chemical concepts. They can also help students at every level hone their skills in observation and 

logical reasoning. Furthermore, they can provide experiences that help students appreciate the 
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value of experimentation and recognize applications of scientific principles in multiple contexts. 

The use of demonstrations for general audiences, K-12 audiences, general chemistry lectures, 

upper level chemistry classes, and a freshman seminar for non-scientists (―The Chemistry of 

Magic‖) will be discussed.  

 

P322: The ammonia fountain demo: Far more than meets the eye 

Ron Perkins (Educational Innovations, Inc., USA) 

In 1928, Frank admonished teachers to avoid substituting demonstrations for hands-on 

experiences and to keep demonstrations as simple as possible. Contrary to these thoughts, 

starting in the early part of the 19th century, the solubility of ammonia in water demonstrations 

increased in complexity. Accum, Scoffern, Block, Becker et al. have added to the evolution of 

this demo over the years. As currently presented, the common ammonia fountain demonstration, 

although beautiful to observe, is far more difficult to understand than earlier versions. 

Understanding the factors involved in making the red fountain possible is fascinating. It is not 

simply ammonia gas dissolving in water! There is far more than meets the Eye! 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM WH-316 

S28: Educating Future Forensic Scientists – Part 1 of 2 

Sue Salem (Washburn University, USA) 

Planned for high school through university educators, this symposium is designed to address 

both forensic chemistry education and new techniques in forensic science research and practice. 

Educators of students high school through university are encouraged to present, as are those 

educators who work on the cutting edge of forensic science research. 

9:00   introduction 

9:05 Angel Herráez 
P323: Paternity testing using STRs with CODIS markers: Virtual 

laboratory  

9:25 Eric Trump P324: The unsigned letter: Solving the mystery  

9:45 
Michael 

Gittings 

P325: Integration of a mock crime scene investigation into a high school 

forensics course by an undergraduate organization  

10:05 
Benjamin 

Huddle 
P326: Forensic analysis of carbon monoxide in blood 

10:25   break 

10:40 Matthew Johll 
P327: Forensic chemistry: The investigation of matter that coincidentally 

came from a crime scene 

11:00 
Phoebe 

Stubblefield 
P328: Scientific thought: Engaging it through forensic science education 

11:20 Murphy Brasuel 
P329: Forensic art analysis: A way to teach analytical chemistry skills at 

multiple levels  

 

P323: Paternity testing using STRs with CODIS markers: Virtual laboratory  
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Angel Herráez (Universidad de Alcalá, Spain) 

Understanding the genetic fingerprint techniques used in forensic analysis rarely departs from 

theoretical explanations, supplemented with images of results. Real experiments on such topics 

are not easily available and offer little chance for repeated and varied tests. A virtual laboratory 

has been implemented with a setup for paternity tests, employing multiplex PCR on a subset of 

STR markers taken from the CODIS system. The user is presented with DNA samples from a 

child, his/her mother and 4 candidate fathers. First, the system guides the user through 

acquisition of samples, primers and other reagents. Then, the user must process the samples, 

using virtual pipette and tubes, to set up PCR mixes on which, if properly prepared, the STRs 

will be amplified. After simulated electrophoresis, the resulting band patterns must be interpreted 

to identify which one, if any, of the candidates is the real father. The virtual lab offers guidance 

during the procedure, but results will vary according to the actual operations followed, therefore 

providing a realistic scenario and promoting the execution of subsequent experiments to clarify 

results. Samples are randomized, so the result cannot be anticipated; there is also a chance that 

none of the 4 candidates is the father. The simulation is implemented as a web application using 

just DHTML, so it can be run in nearly any computer, both locally and on-line. The application 

is offered under a Creative Commons license. 

 

P324: The unsigned letter: Solving the mystery  
Eric Trump (Emporia State University, USA) 

An investigative activity was presented to area Girl Scouts. "The Case of the Unsigned Letter" 

opens with this puzzle - A relative has given someone a letter promising a present. The problem 

is, they didn't sign it. The girls learned how to use chemistry to analyze ink, soil samples, and 

handwriting to find out who the letter is from to claim their present. This project was part of the 

Flint Hills Girl Scout Council‘s "Girls in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math" initiative 

and was offered in collaboration with Emporia State University.  

 

P325: Integration of a mock crime scene investigation into a high school forensics course by 

an undergraduate organization  
Michael Gittings (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, USA) 

The study of forensic science has grown in popularity in both the media and science classrooms. 

Forensic science courses and lessons are taught in many universities and high schools. During 

the 2008-2009 school year, the Forensic Science Association (FSA) at the University of Central 

Florida prepared and executed a mock crime scene competition in the forensic science class at 

Timber Creek High School in Avalon Park, Florida. FSA is comprised of undergraduate students 

who have an interest in forensic science, most of whom are forensic science majors. FSA 

members used their classroom experience in crime scene investigation to prepare a scenario for 

the competition. They handled all facets of the project including concept development, 

implementation, and judging. The high school students were allotted one school week to 

investigate the crime scene, analyze evidence, and present their findings to the association and 

peers. The hands-on activities that are incorporated into this teaching method can appeal to 

various types of learners. Both the high school and undergraduate students were able to apply the 

knowledge they learned in the classroom to this real world application. This paper will present 

the details of the project with a focus on its potential impact in the chemistry classroom. 

Modifications of this method can extend to all levels of teaching physical and natural sciences  
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P326: Forensic analysis of carbon monoxide in blood 
Benjamin Huddle (Roanoke College, USA) 

One of the tests that forensic chemists perform routinely is for carbon monoxide in blood. There 

is a qualitative test (Conway diffusion method) and a quantitative test (visible spectroscopy), 

both of which are appropriate for high school and college chemistry laboratories. The two tests 

will be explained, and some tips provided for implementing the experiments. 

 

P327: Forensic chemistry: The investigation of matter that coincidentally came from a 

crime scene 
Matthew Johll (Illinois Valley Community College, USA) 

This presentation will examine how the core chemistry concepts taught in most introductory 

level courses can be integrated into forensic science case studies. Multiple case studies will be 

used to illustrate the chemical principles, instrumental methods of analysis and forensic science 

principles that were used during the course of the investigation.  

 

P328: Scientific thought: Engaging it through forensic science education 
Phoebe Stubblefield (University of North Dakota, USA) 

The popularity of the forensic sciences, as illustrated by the success of both fictional and fact-

based forensic television programming, has created an opportunity to promote STEM education 

using the forensic sciences to attract students to this sometimes challenging educational area. The 

purpose of this presentation is to describe the concept behind development of an introductory 

level forensic science course and to present techniques used to foster development of scientific 

thought. After viewing this presentation participants should be able to distinguish between 

academic and forensic lab cultures and describe techniques used to foster scientific thought with 

introductory science students. The Forensic Science Program at the University of North Dakota 

created an introductory forensic science course first offered in 2008. This course was designed 

for students with an interest in forensic science who had no immediate intent of pursuing science 

education beyond general education requirements. The primary knowledge goal for the 

introductory course was demonstration of scientific thought as indicated by ability to recognize 

and implement the components of the scientific method. Awareness of forensic science concepts 

was given second priority. Student activities were designed to address one component of the 

scientific method. Early results indicate that this class has the ability to increase interest in or 

confidence of knowledge about the forensic sciences. Providing science education through the 

practical foci of the forensic sciences promotes departure from recipe-driven science courses 

because students are interested in ―solving‖ rather than ―completing‖.  

 

P329: Forensic art analysis: A way to teach analytical chemistry skills at multiple levels  
Murphy Brasuel (Colorado College, USA), Nathan Bower (Colorado College, USA) 

Whether the goal is to whet a first year student‘s appetite for further study in the chemical 

discipline, or to enrich an advanced chemistry major‘s learning of complex chemical principles, 

forensic art analysis provides a rich basis for both problem-based and research-based pedagogies. 

We have developed a set of experiments that use non-destructive, optic-fiber reflectance 

spectrometers and a novel, low cost pyrolysis interface for chromatography or spectroscopy. 

Reflectance spectroscopy of ink samples from written notes and forged documents introduces 

first year students to visible light spectroscopy and quickly demonstrates the importance of 

standard and reference samples for forensic analysis. Reflectance spectroscopy and pyrolysis at 
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the quantitative level have been used by students in our instrumental chemistry course (junior-

senior level chemistry majors) to approach multivariate problems in forensic art analysis. The 

students‘ interest in solving the ―crime‖ or identifying the ―authenticity‖ of an art piece heightens 

their interest in learning the chemical, statistical, and forensic concepts we teach through these 

labs. 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM WH-121 

S29: Engaging Students in Organic Chemistry – Laboratory Emphasis, Part 1 of 

3 

Barbara Murray (University of Redlands, USA) 

Presentations of a variety of methods for engaging students in organic chemistry. These could 

range from individual creative activities to year long methods of teaching using new pedagogies 

and anything in between. 

9:00   introduction 

9:05 
Ray A. Gross 

Jr. 
P330: Use of ozonolysis problems to engage students  

9:25 Noel Paul P331: Electronic grading in organic chemistry laboratories 

9:45 
Christine 

Hermann 
P332: Doing organic chemistry laboratory experiments cheaply 

10:05 
Andrea 

Pellerito 

P333: Modern synthetic methods in an advanced organic chemistry 

laboratory 

10:25   break 

10:40 
Edward 

McIntee 
P334: A project-based lab approach for organic chemistry 

11:00 
Kimberlee 

Daus 

P335: Increasing ownership in the organic lab: Using lab teams to increase 

responsibility and independence in sophomore organic students 

11:20 Sarah Vorpahl P336: Assessing collaboration through online reporting using wikispaces 

11:40 
Kristen 

Procko 
P337: Literature-based approach to multistep synthesis 

 

P330: Use of ozonolysis problems to engage students  
Ray A. Gross Jr. (Prince George's Community College, USA) 

Students are given 15 minutes at the beginning of five second semester organic lab periods to 

solve the structure of an unknown. Each student has a different problem to solve, and the 

problems become progressively more difficult. This is a paper exercise in which the unknowns 

are either hydrocarbons or oxygenated hydrocarbons. Students are given two equations that show 

only molecular formulas of the organic reactants and products. The equations represent the 

ozonolysis of the substrate. One equation shows the products of a reductive workup, the other the 

products of an oxidative workup. The only chemistry required is knowledge of how ozone 

cleaves double and triple bonds. Students must use logic and reasoning to deduce the structures. 

There is some evidence that students improve their cognitive skills. 

 

P331: Electronic grading in organic chemistry laboratories 
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Noel Paul (The Ohio State University, USA), Christopher Callam (The Ohio State University, 

USA), Rick Spinney (The Ohio State University, USA) 

Though instructors and teaching assistants have successfully graded student work for decades, 

computerized scoring methods have emerged as powerful and efficient tools in the teaching 

laboratory. The implementation of online skill assessments has been valuable in identifying gaps 

in student knowledge prior to their participation in concept heavy experiments and serves to 

motivate students to deepen their understanding of the course material outside of the classroom 

or laboratory. Likewise, thousands of organic chemistry lab students have utilized the online 

prelab submission system to input stoichiometric calculations, draw chemical reactions, and 

provide answers to experimentally-pertinent questions, and their work has been immediately 

scored prior to their laboratory experiment. Instantaneous feedback has proven to be a boon to 

the success of student‘s synthetic experiments, and the shift of grading effort from human to 

computer allows instructors and teaching assistants to devote more of their energy to enriching 

the educational experience of their class. The success of the online prelabs has led to the 

development of a related experimental data submission protocol where student input their 

experimental results, and these calculations and result data are scored appropriately. By moving 

the burden of cumbersome and inefficient human data analysis to the computer, graders are 

provided a significant increase in time to consider the quality of the written work, which 

computers cannot score effectively. The timely implementation of these grading methods has 

resulting in reduced grading burden in a time of decreased resources 

 

P332: Doing organic chemistry laboratory experiments cheaply 
Christine Hermann (Radford University, USA) 

During the past academic year, we were told that there was less money available to teach our 

laboratory classes. Besides pairing up students in doing experiments, I developed a few 

laboratory experiments that cost nothing. (1) After the students learned basic nomenclature and 

functional groups, the students identified the functional group in the model. The students also 

gave both the IUPAC and common name for alkyl halide models. (2) After the lecture discussion 

of R and S stereoisomers, I placed models of isomers in the laboratory. The students had to apply 

the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog rules in correctly naming models of molecules. They also had to build 

various pairs of stereoisomers. (3) The students had to correctly name models of alkenes, 

alkynes, and alcohols. 

 

P333: Modern synthetic methods in an advanced organic chemistry laboratory 
Andrea Pellerito (Indiana University, USA) 

Many introductory undergraduate organic chemistry lecture and laboratory courses provide 

students with the fundamental skills necessary to explore advanced areas of the field. The 

reactions taught in these classes, while pedagogically valuable, often have very limited synthetic 

utility. Often, attempts to apply introductory reactions in a research lab would result in complex 

mixtures of regio- and stereoisomers, low yields, and/or poor functional group selectivity. To aid 

in the transition between a sophomore-level laboratory class and a research lab, an advanced 

laboratory course has been designed with a specific focus on current methods of organic 

synthesis. In addition to a substantial focus on exploration of chemical literature, the course 

highlights reactions that provide a more synthetically attractive alternative to sophomore-level 

reactions. Main considerations of the course are: catalysis (using protic acids, metals, and small 

organic molecules), green chemistry, carbon-carbon bond formation (especially through 
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condensation and cross-coupling reactions), and the exploration of various means of 

stereochemical induction in reactions. As an end-of-semester capstone project, students 

participate in a unique research project where they are asked to apply their understanding of 

reactivity and stereochemistry.  

 

P334: A project-based lab approach for organic chemistry 
Edward McIntee (College of Saint Benedict, USA) 

Our goal is for students to develop practical skills in the laboratory so that they are prepared to 

apply their knowledge in a variety of situations. The ability to devise a plan when faced with a 

new scenario is central to this goal, but ―cookbook‖ procedures do little to prepare students for 

this task. By introducing a project approach and a lab practical into our organic chemistry lab 

sequence, we sought to motivate students to practice better techniques and to make informed 

choices in the laboratory. In our fall lab, students are provided with several sets of unknown 

mixtures and told which techniques (e.g. chromatography, distillation, recrystallization, 

extraction) are needed to purify each of these mixtures. The students have several lab periods to 

purify these samples and analyze their purified compounds using various spectroscopies. The 

semester culminates in a laboratory practical that tests the students‘ ability to select and carry out 

an appropriate purification technique and spectroscopic analysis on a randomly selected sample. 

Our spring laboratory focuses on synthesis techniques. Students perform simple and moisture-

sensitive reaction techniques. The rest of the semester requires students to design and carry out 

two projects. In one of the projects, students find a literature procedure, reproduce the reaction 

and then modify it using ―greener‖ conditions. In the second project, the students design and 

carry out a three-step synthesis.  

 

P335: Increasing ownership in the organic lab: Using lab teams to increase responsibility 

and independence in sophomore organic students 
Kimberlee Daus (Belmont University, USA) 

First semester organic lab can be an overwhelming experience for many students as they 

transition into a new lab environment based on new techniques, equipment and reactions. 

Typically, by second semester, most organic students are more confident in their lab skills but 

may lack the necessary independent work resources needed for impending junior and senior-

level laboratory work. In an effort to better prepare students for greater independence in future 

classes, a team-learning approach was adopted in 3 sections of our organic chemistry II labs; the 

other 2 lab sections were taught using a traditional approach. Students‘ attitudes towards learning 

and independence in the lab were surveyed both at the beginning and end of the semester in all 

laboratory sections. In this presentation, the team-led learning approach will be outlined and 

results of the exercise shared.  

 

P336: Assessing collaboration through online reporting using wikispaces 
Sarah Vorpahl (Northeastern Illinois University, USA), Ana Fraiman (Northeastern Illinois 

University, USA), Mary Caffero (Northeastern Illinois University, USA), Ilona Goykhman 

(Northeastern Illinois University, USA) 

The Chem-Wiki site was originally implemented for one section in the organic chemistry 

laboratory using the Biodiesel module developed for CASPiE (Center for Authentic Science 

Practice in Education) in 2007. Since then, it has been used every semester, in both Organic 

Chemistry 1 and 2,  and constantly modified to benefit the students‘ learning needs. Using 
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Chem-Wiki, students work in larger teams on their lab reports and are able to collaborate on the 

results by writing and editing content to their labs without being tied to a specific time and place. 

Also, Chem-Wiki gives students the opportunity to learn from each other, refer to each other‘s 

labs as resources, and discuss individual lab results. Our assessment has two main parts: learning 

and usability.  Monthly written assessments filled out by the students will seek to answer a 

number of questions about the way learning is occurring on the Chem-Wiki.  These questions 

will determine whether working in large groups helps students learn efficiently. The assessment 

will look at issues of group learning dynamics as well as personal knowledge gained by the 

students.  The assessment will also determine how much the learning experience was affected by 

the usability of the website.   This research will help to determine how Web 2.0 technology can 

be effectively utilized in the classroom. 

 

P337: Literature-based approach to multistep synthesis 
Kristen Procko (The University of Texas at Austin, USA) 

An instructional method has been developed as part of the research-oriented approach that is the 

Freshman Research Initiative (FRI) at the University of Texas at Austin. As an organic synthesis 

research group following this multidisciplinary three-semester sequence, we train freshman to 

engage in research projects in organic chemistry. We have created what we believe to be an 

innovative approach to teaching multistep synthesis. Although many organic chemistry curricula 

include this activity, few of these exercises require students to consider reaction stoichiometry 

and literature precedent when setting up reactions. Thus, we have developed modules in which 

computer exercises are integrated with laboratory experiments, allowing students to acquire the 

tools required to find and use literature examples. A guided inquiry multistep synthesis will be 

presented, in which students select from two transformations and find precedent for the final 

reaction of the sequence. The integration of tools such as ChemDraw, Scifinder, and Reaxys with 

laboratory experiments will be discussed, and successfully completed synthesis projects will be 

presented as evidence for the effectiveness of this instructional method.  

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM U-418 

S30: Green Chemistry in the Organic Laboratory – Part 1 of 2 

Andrew Dicks (University of Toronto, Canada) 

This symposium focuses on novel methods of teaching green chemistry concepts in the organic 

laboratory. Have you designed practical experiments showcasing some of the Twelve Principles 

of Green Chemistry at any undergraduate level? Come and share your exciting green teaching 

experiences!  

9:20   introduction 

9:25 Ken Doxsee P338: Challenging assumptions about the practice of chemistry 

9:45 Ken Doxsee 
P339: Greening the green: Case sudies of the evolution of green 

experiments 

10:05 Tom Goodwin 
P340: New microscale green experiments for the organic chemistry 

laboratory 

10:25   break 

10:40 Steven Lorimor 
P341: A green chemistry twist on a guided-inquiry experiment: 

Stereochemistry of bromine addition to trans-cinnamic acid 

11:00 Christopher P342: Biocatalytic reactions: A bridge from the teaching to the research 
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Callam laboratory 

11:20   discussion 

 

P338: Challenging assumptions about the practice of chemistry 
Ken Doxsee (University of Oregon, USA) 

We routinely approach the teaching and practice of chemistry with numerous assumptions, some 

that are trivial, some that are obvious, and some that tacitly raise the risk of preventing us from 

―break-through‖ advancements. Green chemistry occasionally comes face-to-face with the more 

overt of these assumptions – e.g, when it is viewed as inferior to ―real‖ chemistry because it is 

not dangerous. Importantly, green thinking allows us to challenge both these overt assumptions 

and the more insidious tacit assumptions about what chemistry is and how it is done. 

 

P339: Greening the green: Case sudies of the evolution of green experiments 
Ken Doxsee (University of Oregon, USA) 

―Green‖ is a relative term, and taking positive steps toward a greener experiment, process, or 

product is preferable to doing nothing until the ‖perfect‖ green solution is developed. That a 

green experiment is initially developed, only to be replaced at a later time by a still greener 

version, is not a demonstration of inferiority of the initial development, but rather an illustration 

of the evolutionary nature of green developments. Two case studies of green experiment 

development for the organic teaching laboratory will be presented – one addressing palladium-

catalyzed coupling reactions (G. L. Succaw & K. M. Doxsee, Educación Química 2009, 433-

440), the other a simple condensation reaction (D. M. Young, J. J. C. Welker & K. M. Doxsee, 

manuscript in preparation). 

 

P340: New microscale green experiments for the organic chemistry laboratory 
Tom Goodwin (Hendrix College, USA) 

At Hendrix College, we have been practicing microscale green chemistry for over 20 years. We 

are currently focused on developing new solventless or aqueous-based experiments. This 

presentation will focus on several of these, including a solventless Diels-Alder reaction and a 

solventless imine formation (neither of which requires a solvent for product isolation), an 

aqueous Suzuki cross-coupling, and the synthesis of new amino acid derivatives from isatins. We 

will also discuss a stereochemical exercise based upon the biosynthesis of beetle aggregation 

pheromones. 

 

P341: A green chemistry twist on a guided-inquiry experiment: Stereochemistry of 

bromine addition to trans-cinnamic acid 
Steven Lorimor (Missouri Western State University, USA) 

In Mohrig, Hammond, Schatz and Morrill‘s ―Stereochemistry of Bromine Addition to trans-

Cinnamic Acid‖, the question of syn- versus anti-addition of bromine to alkenes is explored by 

comparing experimental results to the melting point of the enantiomeric pair. By adding to and 

adapting Doxsee and Hutchison‘s procedure from ―A Greener Bromination of Stilbene‖, students 

are afforded the additional opportunity to examine alternative solvents, less hazardous reagents, 

and atom economy. 

 

P342: Biocatalytic reactions: A bridge from the teaching to the research laboratory 
Christopher Callam (The Ohio State University, USA), Noel Paul (The Ohio State University, 
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USA), T.V. RajanBabu (The Ohio State University, USA) 

Investigation of the biocatalytic reducing ability of whole legumes in aqueous media serves as an 

ideal framework to introduce the logic, challenges, and rewards of chemical research to young 

science students. A selection of asymmetrically-substituted ketones were exposed to whole 

beans, including pigeon peas (Cajanus cajan), black and navy beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), 

garbanzo beans (Cicer arietinum), split green peas (Pisum sativum), and black-eyed peas (Vigna 

unguiculata), in a suspension of water, and the 1,2-reduction products were characterized using 

standard and chiral gas chromatography. The data generated for each trial was provided to 

students with minimal processing and students were encouraged to modify existing hypotheses 

and propose procedural refinements in efforts to improve reaction conversion and/or 

enantiomeric excess. Student-generated data supported the understanding that steric and 

electronic effects mitigate the rate of carbonyl reduction among the substrates, and uncovered the 

yet unreported stereoselectivity differences between species of bean as well as in different 

portions of the legume structure. At the conclusion of the study, a number of students expressed 

a desire to continue the project as undergraduate researchers. Because these experiments can be 

conducted with minimal specialized equipment, and without the need of oxygen/moisture 

sensitive regents or expensive catalysts, novice organic chemistry students are able to contribute 

immediately and productively to the research. These experiments complement the classic 

synthetic experiments that comprise a large portion of the organic chemical laboratory 

experience and at the same time serve to ignite the interest in research problems at the 

introductory level. 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM WH-212 

S31: Guided Guided Inquiry  
Steven Brown (University of Arizona, USA) 

Teaching guided inquiry labs is difficult even for the most experienced teachers. For new 

teaching assistants it can be an impossible assignment. The symposium will discuss methods for 

teaching teaching assistants to run guided inquiry labs, problems associated with using teaching 

assistants to guide guided inquiry labs and possible solutions.  

9:00   introduction 

9:05 
Sophia 

Nussbaum 
P343: TA training for first year guided inquiry laboratories at UBC 

9:25 Gary Cabirac 
P344: Challenges associated with guided inquiry laboratories: Strategies 

for improving effectiveness of teaching assistant led labs 

9:45 Hannah Robus P345: Training first year general chemistry teaching assistants for success 

10:05 Jenine Maeyer 
P346: Implementing change through teaching assistants: Challenges faced 

in a new guided inquiry curriculum 

10:25   break 

10:40 
Susan 

Nurrenbern 
P347: Inquiry learning and teaching assistants: a challenging interface  

11:00 Steven Brown P348: Lesson plans for teaching assistants 

 

P343: TA training for first year guided inquiry laboratories at UBC 
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Sophia Nussbaum (UBC, Canada), Anka Lekhi (UBC, Canada), Joanne Nakonechny (UBC, 

Canada) 

Most of the 40 annual incoming UBC chemistry graduate students will become TAs for first year 

chemistry laboratory courses. These courses serve over 2500 students predominantly from 

Science and Applied Science. Many of these students hold the perception that scientific 

knowledge is the process of experimental confirmation of known facts. To help students change 

to a learning paradigm that reflects actual scientific practice, we employed mixed-mode (hybrid) 

guided inquiry in the chemistry laboratories. To insure TAs are equipped to facilitate guided 

inquiry laboratories we have developed a two day workshop that includes guided inquiry 

facilitation and other issues such as classroom diversity, North American teaching culture, and 

teaching perspectives. The guided inquiry facilitation part focuses on the the following 

competencies: i. Identify guided inquiry-based learning characteristics and how TAs can promote 

guided inquiry-based lab learning. ii. Recognize benefits of asking questions in a learner-

centered laboratory setting. iii. Identify good questioner characteristics. The results from this TA 

training model have been encouraging. Student responses indicate that TAs now provide a 

learning environment where students feel valued and empowered to find their own solutions to 

their lab problems. As educators, we believe that encouraging students to look for solutions is 

not only rewarding for them, but also builds their confidence and advances their higher order 

reasoning so necessary for success in university learning. Students have clearly expressed their 

appreciation for TAs helping them ―think‖ and for creating the environment where they felt their 

questions are welcome.  

 

P344: Challenges associated with guided inquiry laboratories: Strategies for improving 

effectiveness of teaching assistant led labs 
Gary Cabirac (Arizona State University, USA), Ron Briggs (Arizona State University, USA), 

Pamela Marks (Arizona State University, USA) 

The General Chemistry program at Arizona State University has utilized a guided inquiry 

laboratory format for 12 years. The program currently encompasses approximately 5,500 

students per year, and this large population amplifies the normal challenges associated with TA-

led guided inquiry laboratories. Insufficient training of new TAs is a major concern which stems 

mainly from the short time span between TA arrival on campus and the start of classes, but it 

also can be attributed to inadequate follow-up training. Other challenges include antiquated lab 

space architecture, and an extremely heterogeneous student population. In addition, a recent 

course redesign for the general chemistry program included the modification of the recitation 

period from a ―prelab focus‖ to a separately scheduled, structured format that does not include 

prelab discussions. While the course redesign was beneficial overall for students, the change has 

increased the difficulties associated with teaching inquiry based labs. This presentation will 

focus on strategies designed and implemented to address the unique issues surrounding the use of 

guided inquiry labs in our program. 

 

P345: Training first year general chemistry teaching assistants for success 
Hannah Robus (University of Colorado at Boulder, USA) 

Yearly, the general chemistry program at the University of Colorado at Boulder welcomes 60-70 

new chemistry and biochemistry graduate students into its Teaching Assistant program. Many of 

these TAs have had no teaching experience and very little, if any, instruction on teaching and 

learning theory. Prior to the start of the semester, these students participate in a three day TA 
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training program that strives to increase confidence, pedagogical knowledge and practical 

teaching skills. The program was initiated using materials developed by the Science Education 

Initiative program at CU, and since has been modified to be self-sustaining using program 

personnel and departmental budgets. Throughout the training, the TAs are guided through 

activities designed to increase confidence, content knowledge, understanding of learning theory, 

time management and what to expect in their first year of graduate school as a TA. Information 

regarding the program content will be presented, as well as anecdotal evidence of the program‘s 

results and its effect on TA and student performance and attitudes. 

 

P346: Implementing change through teaching assistants: Challenges faced in a new guided 

inquiry curriculum 
Jenine Maeyer (University of Pennsylvania, USA) 

In the past, the general chemistry laboratory program at the University of Pennsylvania has 

mainly consisted of traditional verification laboratory experiments. In an effort to modernize the 

curriculum and create a better learning environment for our students, this past year has involved 

a shift toward guided-inquiry based experiments. The current structure involves a laboratory 

lecture on Thursday or Friday taught by the instructor with lab sessions held the following week. 

With around 500 students each semester, the lab sessions are taught by teaching assistants who 

are primarily international first year graduate students. Trying to implement a new curriculum 

itself comes with many challenges, and doing so while relying mainly on teaching assistants adds 

another piece to the puzzle. One of the main concerns has been keeping a consistent experience 

for students across sections since many teaching assistants have very little teaching experience, 

especially experience with a guided inquiry approach. Additionally, communication has been a 

problem, both from instructor to TA and from TA to student. Lastly, issues associated with 

student assessment are addressed, from clearly defining and communicating what is required to 

grading consistency between teaching assistants. Data was collected through observations, 

student and TA surveys, and submitted student work, and this presentation summarizes some of 

the issues faced while implementing change through teaching assistants. 

 

P347: Inquiry learning and teaching assistants: a challenging interface  
Susan Nurrenbern (Purdue University, USA) 

A substantial amount of information to support the idea that Inquiry Learning techniques, as well 

as other interactive teaching strategies, can be effective in promoting meaningful learning. 

Implementation of these techniques in some educational settings, such as those that depend on 

teaching assistants as the main personal contact component for a course, presents a set of 

challenges that can be quite formidable. The effectiveness of teaching assistants in the learning 

process of undergraduate students – particularly when they are asked to perform outside the 

traditional didactic model – can be questionable. Efforts to help teaching assistants with 

implement of non-traditional instruction models can be a complicated and daunting task. This 

presentation will identify some of the barriers to implementation of non-traditional teaching 

methods and some ideas about how to help teaching assistants develop skills with these methods. 

 

P348: Lesson plans for teaching assistants 
Steven Brown (University of Arizona, USA) 

Teaching assistants (TAs) usually come to the job with little or no formal training as teachers. In 

many cases their undergraduate experiences do not prepare them for the guided inquiry 
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laboratory. The learning curve can be steep and can make it prohibitively difficult to incorporate 

guided inquiry labs in a program heavily dependent on TAs. We have had much luck providing 

TAs with lesson plans to guide them through the process of creating a guided inquiry laboratory 

experience. Samples will be presented along with an analysis of their use and the outcomes. 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM WH-315 

S32: Interviews as a Data Collection Method – Part 1 of 2 

Stephanie Cunningham Ryan (University of Illinois at Chicago, USA) 

Chemical education research often includes interviews to collect student data. Student 

interviews, however, are highly complex situations where interviewing skills are important. This 

symposium is a venue for researchers to discuss their own experience in designing and 

conducting interviews in chemical education research. This will be a venue for discussion, 

sharing, and suggestion. The emphasis will be on data collection methods not for data analysis.  

9:00   introduction 

9:05 
Gautam 

Bhattacharyya 
P349: Everything the textbook told you NOT to do 

9:25 Michael Bindis 
P350: Misconceptions about intermolecular forces as revealed through 

interviews about chromatography: A pilot study 

9:45 Renee Beeton 
P351: ‗What do you think?‘: Using interviews for exploratory studies 

in chemical education. 

10:05 
Gabriela 

Szteinberg 
P352: Looking back: Interviews on long-past events 

10:25   break 

10:40 Joe Shane P353: Two types of interviews: Individual and focus groups 

11:00 James Macarthur 
P354: Designing qualitative research to match student communication 

styles: interviews, email, focus groups, and field dependence. 

11:20 Gail Horowitz 
P355: Issues of validity when conducting semi-structured interviews in 

an action research study 

11:40 Nathan Barrows 
P356: Power inequality in interviews: Undergraduate researchers as 

near-peer interviewers 

 

P349: Everything the textbook told you NOT to do 
Gautam Bhattacharyya (Clemson University, USA) 

Over the last 10 years we have conducted research on the development of practicing chemists 

from a variety of perspectives. Due to our focus on conceptual expertise, the studies have 

focused on the beliefs and experiences of chemistry graduate students, who are better able to 

articulate their thoughts and difficulties as students and chemists. With an inherently smaller 

pool of available participants, this approach necessitated our use of qualitative research methods. 

As such, we have used different interviewing methodologies to study problem solving in organic 

synthesis and mechanisms, mental models of acidity and representations used in diagrams, 

development of graduate students in a research lab environment, professional identity, nature of 

science perceptions, and ethics. This research afforded us the opportunity to work with a myriad 

of individuals and theoretical frameworks. In this talk, I will present some of the insights, many 
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of which contradict textbooks on interviewing techniques, we have gained during the course of 

nearly 200 interviews. The underlying principles upon which I will base my suggestions are: 1.) 

attend to basic human nature/psychology when creating your research design; and 2.) listen to 

and learn from your participant, i.e. focus on what the participant is feeling and doing rather than 

the goals of your research.  

 

P350: Misconceptions about intermolecular forces as revealed through interviews about 

chromatography: A pilot study 
Michael Bindis (Miami University, USA), Stacey Lowery Bretz (Miami University, USA) 

A pilot study has been conducted in which students were asked to discuss forces of attraction 

between particles through discussion of paper chromatography. This paper is a part of a larger 

study to develop a concept inventory regarding student misconceptions about intermolecular 

forces. Students in high school chemistry, general chemistry, and analytical chemistry were 

interviewed using the Constructivist Interview of Representational Competence. Development of 

the interview guide will be discussed, including the strengths and weaknesses of hands-on versus 

computer simulation paper chromatography prompts  

 

P351: „What do you think?‟: Using interviews for exploratory studies in chemical 

education. 
Renee Beeton (Adams State College, USA) 

This talk will highlight some of the knowledge gained while conducting three very different 

exploratory studies. The first study used a semi-structured interview format to investigate science 

attitudes and perceptions of ethnic minority high school students. The second study used focus 

groups and Seidman‘s interview technique (a combination of life history and in-depth 

interviewing) to explore science identity formation in high school Mexican American females. 

And finally, the last study employed an undergraduate research assistant to conduct semi- 

structured interviews with chemistry majors about a newly developed analytical lab. The benefits 

of using less structured interviews in the initial phase of a study or if the study is exploratory in 

nature will be discussed. Interviewing high students is a completely different experience than 

interviewing undergraduates and some pointers will be given on working with students that are 

under the age of 18  

 

P352: Looking back: Interviews on long-past events 
Gabriela Szteinberg (Purdue University, USA), Nicole Cook (Purdue University, USA), Kim 

Kingery (Purdue University, USA) 

Interviews have been a great source of rich data to the science education field. However, most 

interviews are closely associated in time with interventions being studied. This talk examines the 

challenges in design for studies in science retention, where the interviews were carried out 

several years after the intervention. Issues of finding and recruiting participants will be 

discussed, along with time effects on the quality and richness of the data. 

 

P353: Two Types of interviews: Individual and focus groups 
Joe Shane (Shippensburg University, USA) 

This presentation will overview two types of interviews for distinct research purposes. The first 

is a traditional one-on-one interview using a think-aloud protocol that was used to understand 

how first-year students at a university understood connections between chemical structure and 
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function. The second study used focus group interviews as a mechanism for understanding how 

high school science teachers interpreted and implemented the state‘s curriculum standards. Part 

of the presentation will be dedicated to understanding the appropriateness of both types of 

interviews for specific research questions.  

 

P354: Designing qualitative research to match student communication styles: interviews, 

email, focus groups, and field dependence. 
James Macarthur (University of Northern Colorado, USA) 

Eleven student volunteers from a large (>300) enrollment first semester general chemistry course 

were categorized as field dependent or field independent using a hidden figure test. The students 

participated in interviews, email surveys, and focus groups throughout the course of the semester 

regarding their use of clickers in the course. These three different data collection methods were 

selected to investigate different types of questions and to elicit different types of responses. 

Differences in response patterns from field-dependent and field-independent students will be 

discussed. 

 

P355: Issues of validity when conducting semi-structured interviews in an action research 

study 
Gail Horowitz (Brooklyn College, USA) 

In the spring and summer of 2007, I conducted an ethnographic, action research study examining 

the intrinsic motivation of students participating in a project-based Organic Chemistry laboratory 

curriculum. The principle data collection methods I employed were participant observation, 

artifact collection and semi-structured interviews. In this paper, I will discuss some of the 

challenges to validity that I faced when conducting student interviews, such as the potential for 

students to minimize descriptions of less socially acceptable behaviors or to exaggerate 

emotional responses that they perceived to be more desirable to the researcher. I will discuss 

specific strategies that I employed - deliberate phrasing of interview questions and data 

triangulation - in order to obtain data that was valid and accurate. 

 

P356: Power inequality in interviews: Undergraduate researchers as near-peer 

interviewers 
Nathan Barrows (Grand Valley State University, USA), Janet Bond-Robinson (Arizona State 

University, USA) 

Most interpersonal interactions involve some degree of power inequality. In semi-structured 

interviews and think-aloud protocols, the power inequalities between interviewer and 

interviewee impact the validity of the data. In a study of problem solving in organic chemistry, 

we employed undergraduate researchers with no background in organic chemistry as near-peer 

(NP) interviewers. Several unexpected outcomes were observed: 1) study participants 

constructed artificial identities for their interviewers and 2) the self-disclosure method of 

decreasing power differentials recommended in the interviewing literature proved extremely 

detrimental to the quality of data collected during the interviews. 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM WH-313 

S33: Laboratory Innovations and Investigations  
Daniel Branan (USAF Academy, USA), Tyson Miller (University of Connecticut, USA) 

This symposia showcases the development of and research into teaching laboratories. 
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9:00   introduction 

9:05 
Jeff 

Macedone 

P357: Managing auditory risk with hydrogen oxygen balloons: A formula 

for safety  

9:25 
Rebecca 

Matz 

P358: Concurrent versus non-concurrent enrollment in general chemistry 

lecture and laboratory courses. 

9:45 Kris Sherman P359: Affordances of instrumentation in the general chemistry laboratory 

10:05 
Daniel 

Branan 

P360: Data collection systems for genchem labs: are dedicated interfaces 

better than student computers?  

10:25   break 

10:40 Irene Kimaru 

P361: Spectrophotometric quantification of ibuprofen release in dissolution 

testing: A pharmaceutical analysis experiment for instrumental analysis 

students 

11:00 Julia Baker 

P362: Using IR and 13C NMR spectroscopy in general chemistry to 

increase student understanding of molecular structure, functional groups, 

and isomers. 

11:20 
Priscilla 

DeGeorge 
P363: The development of a descriptive inorganic chemistry laboratory 

11:40 
William 

Wagner 
P364: Relinquish the recipe, but relish the stew: Procedureless laboratories 

 

P357: Managing auditory risk with hydrogen oxygen balloons: A formula for safety  
Jeff Macedone (Brigham Young University, USA) 

A fundamental principle of teaching chemistry is chemical demonstrations. Exploding balloons 

filled with hydrogen, or a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen, is an impressive way to visually and 

audibly demonstrate concepts such as combustion, kinetics, and stoichiometry. As with any 

chemical demonstration, consideration must be given to the safety of both the presenter and 

students during the exercise. The exhibition has a great payoff for students because of the visual 

stimulation and the loud report. While the fire hazards of exploding balloons of flammable gases 

are generally manageable, auditory risk is another important factor to consider. The auditory risk 

of exploding hydrogen/oxygen in the classroom is explored using sophisticated equipment 

specifically designed to quantify high intensity sound levels of impulse noise. Numerical and 

visual results will be presented. Proper precautions will be discussed, and suggestions for 

appropriate use will be highlighted.  

 

P358: Concurrent versus non-concurrent enrollment in general chemistry lecture and 

laboratory courses. 
Rebecca Matz (University of Michigan, USA) 

Laboratory experience plays an important role in general chemistry education. At large 

universities, though, laboratories are often decoupled from their corresponding lectures. As a 

result, students oftentimes enroll in the lecture and laboratory during separate terms, or even 

neglect to enroll in the laboratory altogether. Here, we investigated whether the timing of 

enrolling in the laboratory affected students‘ final grades in or withdrawal rates from the 

corresponding lecture. Data was collected for more than 8,000 students who had enrolled, either 

concurrently or non-concurrently, in general chemistry lecture and laboratory courses at 
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University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. Students were partitioned into groups based on 

Michigan‘s chemistry and mathematics placement exam scores by K-means clustering, and 

evaluated using regression analyses. We report that concurrent enrollment positively affected 

students‘ final lectures grades by up to 0.285 grade points. Additionally, we report that 

concurrently enrolled students were 232% more likely to be retained in the lecture than non-

concurrently enrolled students. While many methods have been researched with the hope of 

improving learning or retention in general chemistry, this analysis shows that final grades and 

retention in the lecture are significantly impacted simply by concurrently enrolling in the lecture 

and laboratory. 

 

P359: Affordances of instrumentation in the general chemistry laboratory 
Kris Sherman (University of North Texas, USA) 

Instrumentation is ubiquitous to graduate and undergraduate chemistry labs since the 1800s. 

With the introduction of computer-based lab instrumentation systems such as the Vernier/TI and 

PASCO systems, instrumentation use has expanded in general chemistry labs. What do students 

in a first semester general chemistry course see as the affordances, or functional uses, of 

instrumentation in their labs? Results of a mixed-methods study that answers this question will 

be presented as well as implications for effective lab instruction at the undergraduate level. 

 

P360: Data collection systems for genchem labs: are dedicated interfaces better than 

student computers?  
Daniel Branan (USAF Academy, USA) 

This presentation details the history of the USAF Academy Chemistry Department‘s experiences 

using PASCO data collection hardware and software. In 2003, we invested approximately $30K 

in PASCO probeware kits for our general chemistry program. This program serves about 1100 

cadets per year in our general chemistry sequence. The USAF Academy cadets are issued tablet 

computers which begin life as identical systems, but quickly morph into personalized 

configurations as cadets install and remove applications. This has caused, through no fault of the 

PASCO software, various conflicts and problems when attempting to use cadet computers as 

interfaces for the PASCO probes. Frustration from these unforeseen and often unpredictable 

problems has caused instructors to dislike using PASCO equipment, and our investment has been 

underutilized over the years. Recently, PASCO began offering a ruggedized touch-screen 

system, called the Spark, which interfaces directly with their probes and obviates the need to use 

a student-owned computer for data collection. This brought to mind several questions: Are the 

Spark units sufficiently convenient and user-friendly enough to encourage instructors to begin 

using modern data collection hardware again? Will the cadets be able to use them without a steep 

learning curve? Will this facilitate learning in the laboratory by providing a seamless and natural 

interface with the data collection hardware? We decided to engage in a study, funded by the 

USAF Academy Scholarship of Teaching and Learning group (SoTL), to find out. While we 

necessarily focus on PASCO systems, we believe most of our findings to be generally applicable. 

 

P361: Spectrophotometric quantification of ibuprofen release in dissolution testing: A 

pharmaceutical analysis experiment for instrumental analysis students 
Irene Kimaru (St John Fisher College, USA) 

We present an experiment aimed at demonstrating how instrumentation for dissolution testing 

and UV-Vis spectroscopy are used in process analysis and at-line applications in the 
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pharmaceutical industry. The experiment was designed after learning about process analytical 

chemistry (PAC) at an NSF-sponsored CWCS workshop held at New Jersey Institute of 

Technology in 2007. The workshop was aimed at helping faculty learn about PAC and ways to 

integrate it into the undergraduate curriculum. While PAC is a growing and key area in industrial 

analytical chemistry, it has continued to receive little attention in undergraduate academic 

courses. Dissolution testing of three dosage forms of ibuprofen was performed at pH 1.5 and 6.8, 

to show the solubility of a weakly acidic or basic drug molecule is dependent on its ionization 

constant and the solution pH. The experiment demonstrates a real life pharmaceutical analysis of 

drug release and introduces the concept of process analytical chemistry.  

 

P362: Using IR and 
13

C NMR spectroscopy in general chemistry to increase student 

understanding of molecular structure, functional groups, and isomers. 
Julia Baker (Columbia College, USA), Adrienne Oxley (Columbia College, USA), James Spell 

(Columbia College, USA) 

In an effort to increase student understanding of molecular structure, functional groups, and 

isomers and to give students more hands–on experience with instrumentation, we have 

introduced a two week experiment incorporating 
13

C NMR and IR spectroscopy accompanied by 

computer based molecular modeling into our general chemistry laboratory curriculum. This 

experiment was designed as part of an NSF-CCLI funded project using discovery–based 

experiments to integrate NMR spectroscopy into the chemistry curriculum at Columbia College, 

a women‘s college in Columbia, SC. In the first week of this exercise, students are introduced to 

the concepts of organic functional groups and isomers, they identify the different isomers with 

molecular formulas of C3H8O, C3H6O, C4H10O and C4H8O, and investigate the structures of 

these compounds using handheld and computer models. In the second week of the experiment, 

the students are given unknown C4H10O and C4H8O compounds to identify using IR, 
13

C NMR 

and DEPT spectra. As the spectra are collected for each unknown, they are posted in the lab 

where the entire class can access them and each student is given the task of not just identifying 

her own compound but all the unknowns used for the class. This exercise has also been used with 

several high school chemistry classes that have visited our campus. The majority of students in 

both groups indicated that the use of the IR and NMR instruments in this lab exercise increased 

their interest in taking more chemistry courses. Detailed information on the experiment and 

assessment will be presented. 

 

P363: The development of a descriptive inorganic chemistry laboratory 
Priscilla DeGeorge (Stephen F Austin State University, USA), Richard Langley (Stephen F 

Austin State University, USA), Danica Dizon (Stephen F Austin State University, USA) 

In the early to mid-90‘s many Chemistry departments added a pre-physical chemistry inorganic 

chemistry course to their curriculum. In general, this course was a ―descriptive‖ inorganic 

chemistry course. These courses led to the development of several textbooks. Along with other 

chemistry courses, it is helpful to have a laboratory component illustrating or emphasizing the 

lecture material. This paper presents a descriptive inorganic laboratory course that emphasizes 

student observations and independent work. This course consists of a number of experiments that 

examine the chemistry of various columns across the periodic table. Some of the experiments, 

such as ―The Amphoteric Properties of Aluminum Hydroxide,‖ are simple and require only a 

few minutes to complete. Other experiments, such as ―The Oxidation States of Chlorine,‖ require 

a full three-hour lab period. One experiment, ―Survey of the Transition Elements‖ requires 
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several consecutive laboratory periods and one major report. There are one or more experiments 

concerning every column on the periodic table except the noble gases. In lecture students learn 

the ―ideal‖ reactions, in lab they observe the ―real‖ reactions and must be able to reconcile the 

possible differences. During the development of this course, it was important to minimize the 

cost of chemicals required and the cost of disposal. In addition, there will be comments 

concerning the grading of student results. 

 

P364: Relinquish the recipe, but relish the stew: Procedureless laboratories 
William Wagner (Missouri State University – West Plains, USA) 

Although reading and complying with specific directions can be quite important, there is an 

engaging invigoration to ―think on your feet‖ as one completes an objective in a laboratory 

experiment. Specific activities and online resources will be presented. This paper is basically a 

―this is what I do‖ narrative with no control group to cite. 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM U-417 

S34: Practices and Policies that Foster Excellence in the First Two Years – Part 1 

of 2 

John Clevenger (Truckee Meadows Community College (retired), USA), Jodi Wesemann 

(American Chemical Society, USA) 

The first two years of chemistry education involve much more than learning the facts. As 

described in the "ACS Guidelines and Evaluation Procedures for Bachelor‘s Degree Programs" 

and the "ACS Guidelines for Chemistry in Two-Year College Programs," students need to gain 

intellectual, experimental, and professional skills, developing the ability to apply knowledge and 

skills to new situations and transfer knowledge from one context to another. This full day session 

will explore practices and policies that can advance a chemistry program to the next level of 

excellence. Presentations and discussions will focus on the programmatic aspects of the 

curriculum, pedagogical approaches, and the development and assessment of student skills. The 

importance of faculty development, involvement, and interactions with students will be 

highlighted. Mechanisms for continuous evaluation and improvement will also be shared. 

9:00 
Cynthia 

Larive 
P365: Student excellence: What does it mean? 

9:40 
Scott 

Donnelly 

P366: Engaging the next generation of scientists: Making the first chemistry 

course relevant 

9:55 Bob Howell 
P367: Engaging the next generation of scientists: Making the first organic 

chemistry course relevant 

10:10 
Thomas 

Holme 

P368: Developing higher-order thinking skills in the first two years of 

chemistry 

10:25   break 

10:40 
Cynthia 

Larive 
P369: Strategies for increasing participation and fostering excellence 

11:10 Susan Shih P370: Active learning in the first two years of chemistry 

 

P365: Student excellence: What does it mean? 
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Cynthia Larive (University of California , USA), John Clevenger (Truckee Meadows 

Community College (retired), USA) 

The goal of all courses and programs for the first two years of chemistry instruction is student 

excellence. This interactive session will begin to explore some of the many ways to achieve this. 

We will present questions and threads to consider throughout the symposium. What does student 

excellence mean? What fosters it? The discussion will consider aspects of the ACS guidelines for 

two-year and bachelor‘s degree programs that facilitate the pursuit of excellence. 

 

P366: Engaging the next generation of scientists: Making the first chemistry course 

relevant 

Scott Donnelly (Arizona Western College, USA) 

Learning starts with engagement. The undergraduate chemistry curriculum needs to connect the 

chemistry covered in the classroom and laboratory to students‘ lives and experiences. Consumer 

products readily found in grocery, auto supply, and big box Do-It-Yourself home stores can be 

used to illustrate the complementary relationship between chemical theory as taught in the 

classroom and laboratory and application as practiced in the material world. This approach, 

which can be applied to topics ranging from physical properties to visible spectroscopy, sparks 

student interest and motivates further learning. 

 

P367: Engaging the next generation of scientists: Making the first organic chemistry course 

relevant 

Bob Howell (Central Michigan University, USA) 

A prerequisite for excellence in any course is gaining student interest. Students often come to the 

first semester of the organic chemistry sequence with a great deal of apprehension and, 

sometimes, with less interest in the subject than in getting a good grade to support admission into 

professional school. They become much more meaningfully engaged if they can appreciate that 

the material to be learned impacts their daily lives in significant ways. An opportunity to 

establish such an appreciation comes early in the organic chemistry course, with a discussion of 

alkene chemistry From a societal or economic perspective, polymerization is the single most 

important reaction that alkenes undergo. A discussion of vinyl polymerization provides a 

wonderful opportunity for the students to make the connection between what they are studying 

and their daily lives. Examples abound – from the classroom itself to student housing to student 

purchases. This discussion also permits the introduction of a bit of history and green chemistry.  

 

P368: Developing higher-order thinking skills in the first two years of chemistry 

Thomas Holme (ACS Examinations Institute, USA) 

Excellent chemistry curricula not only teach content, but also develop students‘ thinking skills. 

At the lowest levels of learning, students know terms and definitions and can demonstrate basic 

skills. At the highest levels, they apply critical-thinking and problem-solving skills in new 

contexts. The principles of how people learn can be used to design courses that effectively 
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convey chemistry content knowledge and develop students‘ thinking skills from lower to higher 

levels. The application of research-based learning principles to chemistry courses will be 

discussed. 

 

P369: Strategies for increasing participation and fostering excellence 

Cynthia Larive (University of California, USA) 

Addressing the world‘s challenges requires that the chemistry community tap into the talents and 

insights of the entire population. Strategies for increasing the participation of undergraduate 

students were explored in of a series of ACS workshops held with representatives from 

institutions that enroll significant numbers of African Americans, Hispanics, and Native 

Americans. Recommendations for fostering interest in chemistry, facilitating transitions, and 

retaining students will be discussed in this interactive session. Participants will discuss strategies 

for providing the support that individual students need to succeed in their chosen career paths. 

 

P370: Active learning in the first two years of chemistry 

Susan Shih (College of Dupage, USA), Lee Park (Williams College, USA), Hongqiu Zhao 

(Indiana University – Purdue University Indianapolis, USA) 

This session will briefly present examples of active learning practices that can be particularly 

effective during the first two years of an undergraduate curriculum. In particular, Peer Lead 

Team Learning, POGIL (or group work) and undergraduate research activities that can be 

implemented within the first two years (within general and organic chemistry courses, as well as 

in research labs) will be discussed. This will be followed by an interactive panel discussion with 

the presenters including questions and contributions from the audience. 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM U-411 

S64: Research in Chemistry Education – The Cognitive Domain (II) 

Ellen Yezierski (Grand Valley State University, USA), Bill Robinson (Purdue University, USA) 

This symposium provides a forum for chemical education research. A submitted presentation 

should briefly address 1) the motivation for the research and type of problem investigated and 2) 

the methodology chosen to both gather and interpret the data collected. The presentation should 

focus primarily on the findings and the interpretation of the data. This symposium is sponsored 

by the ACS DivCHED Committee on Chemistry Education Research. 

9:00   introduction 

9:05 Anne O' Dwyer 
P371: Investigation of student difficulties with organic chemistry at third 

level in Ireland 

9:25 
Vanessa 

Fishback 

P372: Instructor pedagogical content knowledge of organic chemistry 

mechanisms. 

9:45 Nathaniel Grove 
P373: Decorating with arrows? Students‘ use of mechanisms in organic 

chemistry 
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10:05 Tina Overton 
P374: Four parts quantitative research plus one part qualitative research 

equals one chemical education investigation or 4qual + 1quan = 1 PhD 

10:25   break 

10:40 Anna Jensen 
P375: Study of common misconceptions in chemistry among middle-

level school science teachers 

11:00 Sevil Akaygun 
P376: Molecular representations in textbooks: An analysis and 

interpretation by pre-service chemistry teachers 

11:20 
Cari F. 

Herrmann-Abell 

P377: Investigating students‘ ideas about chemistry using standards-

based assessment items 

11:40 Thomas Bussey P378: Examining researchers‘ perceptions of self-assembly 

 

P371: Investigation of student difficulties with organic chemistry at third level in Ireland 
Anne O' Dwyer (University of Limerick, Ireland) 

Chemistry has been identified as a difficult subject by many (Johnstone, 2000, Ellis, 1994 and 

Bodner, 1992) and a decrease in the numbers studying Chemistry has been recognised in a 

number of countries (Reid, 2008). Childs & Sheehan (2009) have identified Organic Chemistry 

as a problem area at second and third level in Ireland. Organic formulae (Johnstone, 2006), 

curved arrow diagrams (Bhattacharya & Bodner, 2005 and Ferguson & Bodner, 2008), 

mechanisms (Rushton et al., 2008) and laboratory classes (Greenbowe & Schroeder, 2008) have 

all been identified as areas of difficulty for Organic Chemistry students. The main aim of this 

study was to identify the areas of Organic Chemistry that third level students find difficult. A 

questionnaire and Diagnostic Test was distributed to 82 students at the end of their second 

Organic Chemistry module. For 21 (26%) of the students, these two courses had been their first 

experience of Organic Chemistry. 24 (29%) of the students did not enjoy studying Organic 

Chemistry at third level and 54 (66%) found it difficult. The topic that most (51, 61%) of the 

students enjoyed was Naming Organic Compounds. Organic Mechanisms was identified as the 

topic that most students (63, 77%) had difficulty with. 56 (68%) of the students failed the 

Diagnostic Test (<40%), and the highest score achieved was 66%. Poor performance in the 

topics that the students had categorised as easy and enjoyable in the questionnaire highlights the 

disparity between the students‘ perceptions of their own ability and their actual ability  

 

P372: Instructor pedagogical content knowledge of organic chemistry mechanisms. 
Vanessa Fishback (University of Northern Colorado, USA), Loretta Jones (University of 

Northern Colorado, USA), Kimberly Pacheco (University of Northern Colorado, USA) 

Organic chemistry is considered to be a difficult content area by a considerable number of 

students. One of the main skills required for organic chemistry is student ability to solve 

mechanistic problems. This exploratory qualitative research study investigated instructor mental 

models of organic reaction mechanisms and detailed the pedagogical content knowledge of 

instructors regarding the introduction of organic reaction mechanisms to students. The study (1) 

reveals and describes instructors‘ symbolic and three-dimensional mental models of organic 

reaction mechanisms and (2) discusses the relationship between instructors‘ mental models and 

the presentation and learning of organic reaction mechanisms by students. An integrated two-part 

cognitive model consisting of a structural mental model for molecules and species involved in a 

chemical reaction and a functional mental model for the movement of electrons during a 

chemical reaction was used to analyze instructor mental models. 
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P373: Decorating with arrows? Students‟ use of mechanisms in organic chemistry 
Nathaniel Grove (Clemson University, USA), Melanie Cooper (Clemson University, USA) 

The use of the curved-arrow or electron-pushing formalism for conveying mechanistic processes 

is ubiquitous throughout the organic chemistry curriculum. Practicing organic chemists rely upon 

these symbolisms to not only depict the flow of electrons during chemical reactions but to also 

predict the products of new reactions or to deconstruct target compounds during retrosynthetic 

analyses. Lingering questions remain, however, about the utility and meaning that students 

derive from their use. This research presentation will focus on our use of OrganicPad, an 

innovative and user-friendly program that has been designed to allow students to draw organic 

mechanisms by using the natural user interface of a Tablet PC, to document how students use 

mechanisms to assist in the prediction of reaction products and how those uses evolve over time. 

Results from this study will be discussed as will the practical implications of the research.  

 

P374: Four parts quantitative research plus one part qualitative research equals one 

chemical education investigation or 4qual + 1quan = 1 PhD 
Tina Overton (University of Hull, UK) 

The development of problem solving skills is an important part of an undergraduate‘s education. 

Many problem solving activities employed in undergraduate programs are algorithmic which 

only require the application lower order cognitive skills. We investigated student performance in 

contextualized open-ended problems. Data for students' cognitive styles and attitudes has been 

gathered and compared with performance in solving open-ended problems, algorithmic problems 

and overall degree performance. These data formed the basis of the quantitative study . 

Following this quantitative analysis, a qualitative study using a phenomenographic method was 

also carried out. Phenomenography aims to qualitatively categorise a person‘s experience of 

certain phenomena. Phenomenographic research can describe how individuals experience a 

phenomenon. The important factor is the relationship between the phenomenon and the 

individual‘s experience of it. Working with a number of undergraduate chemists we recorded 

hour long problem solving sessions in order to categorise their approaches to open-ended, 

contextualised problem solving such as that encountered in problem-based learning. The data 

were analyzed to qualitatively categorize the different approaches to problem solving. The 

findings of this research have implications for the university chemistry curriculum and the 

development of problem solving more generally.  

 

P375: Study of common misconceptions in chemistry among middle-level school science 

teachers 
Anna Jensen (University of Colorado Denver, USA) 

Chemistry is considered a difficult subject for many students and they often hold misconceptions 

about chemical concepts. Educators are responsible for transferring many of these 

misconceptions because the educators hold them as well. Most studies of misconceptions 

however are focused on students and the learning process, not educators. This presentation will 

explore the misconceptions held by educators and chemistry professionals 

 

P376: Molecular representations in textbooks: An analysis and interpretation by pre-

service chemistry teachers 
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Sevil Akaygun (Bogazici University, Turkey) 

Learning and teaching chemical phenomena involves three levels: the macroscopic level of the 

observable; the submicroscopic level of the molecular, atomic and kinetic; and the symbolic 

level of symbols, equations, stoichiometry and mathematics; as well as the connections between 

them. Many instructors and textbook authors focus on two of the three levels only: the 

macroscopic and symbolic levels; however, it cannot be assumed that students understand the 

relationship of these levels to the submicroscopic or molecular level. It has been well accepted 

by the chemistry instructors that molecular level understanding is a must and should not be 

underestimated. After Johnstone proposed his model, many textbook authors intended to include 

molecular level representations in their texts for high school and college level chemistry. This 

study aimed to investigate how pre-service chemistry teachers analyze and interpret the 

representations used in various chemistry textbooks. Twenty pre-service chemistry teachers who 

participated in the study analyzed various high school and college-level general chemistry 

textbooks by working in pairs. First, they determined the topics, subjects and concepts for which 

molecular representations were used. Next, they identified common and uncommon features of 

the representations. Then they interpreted each representation based on their understanding and 

discussed the strengths and weaknesses of the representations. Finally, they included their 

suggestions to improve the weaker aspects of the representations. The findings of the study and 

its implications for teaching and research will be discussed.  

 

P377: Investigating students‟ ideas about chemistry using standards-based assessment 

items 
Cari F. Herrmann-Abell (AAAS / Project 2061, USA), George E. DeBoer (AAAS / Project 

2061, USA) 

In response to growing concerns about the quality of science assessments, we developed 

assessment items that are precisely aligned with national content standards. Our item 

development procedure was designed to ensure an item‘s match to the science ideas and its 

overall effectiveness as an accurate measure of what students know. These assessment items 

were part of field tests involving middle and high school students in grades 6 through 12 from 

across the country. Students from a wide range of urban, suburban, and rural school districts 

responded to the items. Additionally, students at two universities (a public university in a 

southern state and a public university in a northeastern state) were tested. This paper summarizes 

the results of these tests. Rasch modeling was used to estimate and compare item difficulty and 

the popularity of each answer choice for students of differing ability. Our results showed that 

students had the most difficulty with ideas about atomic motion, changes of state, conservation 

of mass, and thermal expansion. The students were most successful with items testing the ideas 

that all matter is made up of atoms and atoms are extremely small. A cross-sectional analysis 

was performed to examine the progression of understanding of chemistry from middle school to 

college and revealed a steady increase in understanding from 6th grade students to college 

students. A distractor analysis of the items revealed hierarchies of misconceptions and, in one 

case, a structural problem with that item. 

 

P378: Examining researchers‟ perceptions of self-assembly 
Thomas Bussey (University of Nevada – Las Vegas, USA), Kent Crippen (University of Nevada 

– Las Vegas, USA), Cindy Kern (University of Nevada – Las Vegas, USA), Megan Litster 

(University of Nevada – Las Vegas, USA), MaryKay Orgill (University of Nevada – Las Vegas, 
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USA) 

Self-assembly has received a significant amount of attention in both the research literature and 

the popular press as of late. In fact, self-assembly has been described as one of the ―big ideas‖ 

underpinning nanoscience (Stevens et al., 2009), and an entire issue of Science was devoted to 

―Supramolecular Chemistry and Self-Assembly‖ in 2002. However, although the term ―self-

assembly‖ is often used in various fields of research, it is not well defined (Whitesides & 

Grzybowski, 2002). In order to identify the key characteristics of self-assembly, we conducted a 

series of interviews with researchers about their perceptions of self-assembly. In this 

presentation, we will discuss our preliminary results. 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM U-415 

S35: Service-Learning in Chemistry – Part 1 of 2 

Joan Esson (Otterbein College, USA) 

The purpose of this symposium is to share best practices for the incorporation of service-learning 

as a teaching pedagogy into the chemistry curriculum. This symposium will build on a workshop 

that was offered during BCCE 2008, Service-Learning 101, which provided a basic overview of 

service-learning and some suggestions for creating and adapting projects into courses. Although 

open to anyone interested in presenting, this symposium would especially offer a voice to those 

who have developed service-learning projects out of the BCCE workshop. 

9:20   introduction 

9:25 Irene Kimaru 
P379: A community based service learning laboratory experience for 

analytical and environmental chemistry students 

9:45 
Kimberly 

Chichester 

P380: Combining service learning with analytical chemistry laboratories 

by studying soil lead levels in older Rochester homes 

10:05 Linda Cornell 
P381: Service learning water quality project for first year general 

chemistry students at BGSU Firelands 

10:25   break 

10:40 
Michael 

Thompson 
P382: Research on service-learning 

11:00 Dan Black P383: Service learning contracts for improved ―real‖ service 

11:20   panel discussion 

 

P379: A community based service learning laboratory experience for analytical and 

environmental chemistry students 
Irene Kimaru (St John Fisher College, USA), Kimberly Chichester (St. John Fisher College, 

USA) 

Integrating service learning in the analytical and environmental undergraduate curriculum is an 

effective way of enriching the learning experience. Community based service learning laboratory 

projects provide an opportunity to actively involve students in the analytical process as they 

apply their skills and knowledge gained in the classroom to address real world problems. A 

community based service learning project have been integrated in quantitative chemical analysis, 

instrumental analysis and advanced environmental chemistry laboratory components. This 

project is a partnership with the Department of Environmental Services, Division of pure waters, 
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Monroe County. It involves carrying out continuous water monitoring of storm water runoff into 

a neighboring creek to determine the contribution of human activity to pollutant levels in creek. 

Students were involved in researching standard methods, sampling, sample preparation, chemical 

analysis and reporting. The progress made in this project will be discussed. 

 

P380: Combining service learning with analytical chemistry laboratories by studying soil 

lead levels in older Rochester homes 
Kimberly Chichester (St. John Fisher College, USA), Irene Kimaru (St. John Fisher College, 

USA) 

Service learning has been incorporated into the Analytical Chemistry Laboratory to give students 

a real world sampling and analysis experience extracting lead from soil. Students collected bare 

soil samples from houses in two Rochester, New York neighborhoods with older homes. After 

collection, students followed EPA method 3050b for extraction of lead. Using flame atomic 

absorption, students were able to calculate lead concentrations in each soil sample and compare 

them with accepted levels. The students‘ results showed that almost all of the homes studied 

contained lead levels above the EPA accepted limits of 400 ppm for play areas and 1200 ppm for 

non-play areas. Homeowners were given reports, written by the students, discussing their 

individual results and methods for improving their soil quality. In particular, phytoremediation, 

the utilization of plants to remove lead, was discussed. This technique offered homeowners a 

cheaper and more manageable solution to their lead problems. Feedback from the course further 

demonstrated the students‘ eagerness to explore this type of laboratory experience. In the coming 

year, the class is also expanding to include a plant biology section, where students will test the 

effects on growth and safety of plants grown in leaded soil. In addition to feeling like active 

contributors to the community the students in the analytical class have been interviewed and 

photographed for an article in the local newspaper further promoting their feeling of community 

engagement.  

 

P381: Service learning water quality project for first year general chemistry students at 

BGSU Firelands 
Linda Cornell (Bowlling Green State University Firelands, USA) 

The CHEM 1280: General Chemistry 2nd semester Service Learning Water Quality Project 

provides local community service and environmental stewardship opportunities for general 

chemistry students. The project supports the Firelands Coastal Tributaries Volunteer Stream 

Monitoring Program in conjunction with Old Woman Creek National Estuarine Research 

Reserve (OWC NERR). It provides real-life chemistry experience for students to develop an 

understanding of chemistry and the scientific method, and also hone laboratory and analytical 

skills. Through collaboration with OWC NERR, important research problems are defined 

suitable for first year general chemistry students. In 2008, students measured ammonia (NH3) 

and soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) in Old Woman Creek at Hoffman Reserve (NH3< 0.045 

mg/L, SRP < 0.020 mg/L). They also investigated the stability of NH3 and SRP in water samples 

held over one week, and the impact of pre-filtering the water samples on the measured nutrient 

levels. In 2009, the students expanded the Volunteer Stream Monitoring program by 

incorporating Saw Mill Creek and three upstream ponds in McBride Arboretum (BGSU 

Firelands campus). Students and OWC NERR measured several chemical parameters (including 

temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, NH3 and SRP). The students began developing 

baseline water quality data for Saw Mill Creek and McBride Arboretum ponds, investigated 
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relationships between the ponds and stream, and determine the accuracy by comparison with 

OWC NERR lab results. Students evaluated the project and submitted formal project reports. 

The results have been summarized and submitted to OWC NERR.and the Firelands Coastal 

Tributaries Watershed coordinator. 

 

P382: Research on service-learning 
Michael Thompson (Purdue University, USA), George Bodner (Purdue University, USA), 

William Oakes (Purdue University, USA) 

Over ten years ago, a program was developed at Purdue University known as ―Engineering 

Practices in Service Learning‖ or EPICS. The goal of the program was to provide students in 

engineering, science and liberal arts with an introduction to what is known as ―authentic design‖ 

within the context of working with community service organizations. EPICS students who are 

chemistry majors have the opportunity to work with community service organizations to identify 

a problem that requires a technical solution. EPICS students are to design and then to deliver the 

solution. Our goal isn‘t to evaluate the program — it works. It is to do basic educational research 

designed to understand the conditions under which service-learning, in general, and service-

learning in chemistry, in specific, provides a useful experience for undergraduate and high-

school students in the STEM fields. Here we report some initial findings that will allow us to 

better facilitate our educational research design to gain some insight into this undergraduate 

service-learning experience.  

 

P383: Service learning contracts for improved “real” service 
Dan Black (Snow College, USA) 

Service learning comes with a challenge associated with making it ―real‖ service. As soon as an 

instructor makes service learning an assignment, it can instantly be converted in the students 

mind from service to an assignment that must be accomplished for a grade. Although students do 

the required service, they may do it out of obligation instead of the benefits derived from serving 

others. To combat this dilemma, a service learning contract is used to empower students. By 

empowering them with the ability to choose the project and the terms associated with it, they 

become more involved in the service part and less concerned about the assignment. This 

presentation describes the method and results of using a service learning contract in chemistry 

courses at a two year college.  

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM WH-314 

S36: The G, O, Bs of Allied Health Chemistry – Content and Organization, Part 

1 of 2 

Laura Frost (Georgia Southern University, USA) 

This symposium invites educators of allied health chemistry using non-traditional formats in 

either a one- or two-semester General, Organic, and Biochemsitry (GOB) course to share their 

classroom instructional strategies, and/or their organization of course content. 

 
  introduction 

9:05 
Richard 

Hyslop 

P384: The fun and frustration of GOB courses: Realistic expectations within 

a limited time period (aka, Why should I teach GOB the way nurses want?)  

9:25 Corina P385: General, organic, and biological (GOB) chemistry: What concepts are 
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Brown relevant for the clinical practice of nurses? 

9:45 
David W. 

Parkin 

P386: Physiological chemistry: Watching self-directed critical thinkers 

develop 

10:05 
Emily 

Halvorson 

P387: Unveiling the interconnected nature between chemistry and biology 

for allied health students 

10:25   break 

10:40 
Emily 

Halvorson 

P388: An innovative and integrated approach to teaching the O and B of a 

GOB chemistry course. 

11:00 
Deboleena 

Roy 

P389: Curriculum, evaluations, triumphs and tribulations of an integrated 

one-semester GOB course 

11:20 
Denise 

Guinn 

P390: Getting allied health students interested in chemistry: Making the shift 

to an integrated GOB course 

11:40 Laura Frost P391: The nonmajor‘s GOB course: Where are we now? 

 

P384: The fun and frustration of GOB courses: Realistic expectations within a limited time 

period (aka, Why should I teach GOB the way nurses want?)  
Richard Hyslop (University of Northern Colorado, USA), Corina Brown (University of Northern 

Colorado, USA), Sandra Strobel (University of Northern Colorado, USA) 

A one-semester General, Organic, and Biological Chemistry course can be very challenging to 

the students as well as the instructor. The material, especially the organic and biological 

chemistry, is novel to the students and requires time for reflection and assimilation. Through 

conversations between members of the School of Chemistry & Biochemistry and the School of 

Nursing, there appears to be differences between the two cultures in the approach necessary to 

effectively cover the course material, although there is general agreement on the desired 

outcomes for the course. The dilemma of what and how to structure these courses for health care 

programs is not trivial. Many factors regarding pedagogy and best practice methodology will 

have widespread impact on health care majors, especially given the anxiety of students who fear 

that the requirements of the sciences may close doors and prevent opportunities. Anxiety to 

achieve passing grades in biochemistry and chemistry in general is high for nurses; these courses 

are sometimes seen as gatekeepers, determining who has access to the profession. It is 

recognized that a greater potential for understanding and efficacy in nursing practice is achieved 

when scientific knowledge is incorporated into nursing care. We are currently pursuing several 

approaches to delivering the material in a less intimidating and a more pedagogically sound 

format with less cognitive overload. This presentation will address the limitations of the current 

course format and the approaches to remedy them. 

 

P385: General, organic, and biological (GOB) chemistry: What concepts are relevant for 

the clinical practice of nurses? 
Corina Brown (University of Northern Colorado, USA), Jack Barbera (University of Northern 

Colorado, USA), Melissa Henry (University of Northern Colorado, USA), Richard Hyslop 

(University of Northern Colorado, USA of America) 

This project focuses on the undergraduate ―Fundamentals of Biochemistry‖ course that covers 

basic topics in general, organic, and biological chemistry (GOB). The participants in the course 

are health related majors, mainly nursing students. The central objective of the project is to 

identify the main concepts of GOB chemistry relevant to clinical practice. Data is based on open-
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ended interviews of ―experts‖. In this study experts are defined as chemistry faculty teaching 

GOB courses, nurse educators and practicing nurses. This talk will present results from the first 

phase of the project, identifying the main GOB chemistry concepts. Based on the concepts 

identified, the project also seeks to develop and validate a GOB concept inventory. This 

instrument will facilitate the assessment of GOB chemistry curriculum and courses, serving as a 

measure of student learning. By using this concept inventory it is hoped that chemical educators 

will better understand the misconceptions and difficulties nursing students have within 

chemistry. In this way, educators can help nursing students become more successful on their path 

in the health sciences. The project is intended to be a bridge between the two cultures of 

chemistry and nursing.  

 

P386: Physiological chemistry: Watching self-directed critical thinkers develop 
David W. Parkin (Adelphi University, USA) 

A student writes "I must say that last semester, spring 2009 was the Worst, most Stressful, and 

most Frustrating semester working with you as my professor in Chem. 109….. Though as I've 

grown, I realized I have the greatest Appreciation and Respect for you and your philosophy…. 

Now, that is the best feeling.... when you can look back at how much you know now and that you 

used your own independence to gain that knowledge is a real achievement‖. Physiological 

Chemistry is a one semester, 5 credit course. This learning environment provides students 

opportunities to become better educated healthcare professionals. Physiological Chemistry 

integrates the physiological events healthcare professions observe with the relevant chemical/ 

biochemical concepts. Therefore, this course uses the top-down approach, beginning with the 

physiological events called Acts and the students investigated the chemistry/biochemistry 

concepts associated with the events. Acts include Brachytherapy, IV-Therapy, Chemical 

Communications, Gas Exchange, and Drugs and Enzymes. The pedagogical surveys used to 

measure aspects of learning were CHEMX, which measures cognitive expectations and 

Chemistry Self-Concept Inventory (CSCI), which measures the affective component of student 

learning. A third tool, designed at Adelphi University, was the Knowledge Survey (KS), which 

measures content knowledge gained. The KS questions were based on the course learning goals. 

Data from these surveys will be presented from four semesters of Physiological Chemistry. 

Initial data from the first two semesters strongly indicated significant improvement of student‘s 

performance in CHEMX, CSCI, and KS 

 

P387: Unveiling the interconnected nature between chemistry and biology for allied health 

students 
Emily Halvorson (Pima Community College, USA) 

A common complaint or more appropriately, a misconception, of students is that chemistry is 

completely irrelevant to them as well as other sciences like biology. As chemical educators, we 

are in a unique position to eliminate this misconception by unveiling the interconnectedness of 

scientific disciplines like chemistry and biology. Unveiling these ideas can also facilitate student 

learning through transferable content knowledge which can potentially lead to higher level 

thinking. To facilitate transferable content knowledge within our students, educators must also be 

aware of how centralized concepts in different subjects are truly connected. In spite of this, the 

majority of our depth of knowledge is centralized to one subject area like chemistry or biology 

and unfortunately, not both. Thus, a learning community was created at our community college 

which links a GOB chemistry course with an introductory biology course. Through the 
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development of this linkage, the interconnected nature of chemistry and biology has become 

more explicit to our students as we were required to truly integrate our curricula. The content 

was organized around each other such that the foundations of chemistry were revealed to explain 

concepts in biology; thus, unveiling the interconnectedness of these two topics. The interactive 

development and collaboration of the linkage, including how the content was linked, will be 

presented. Specific examples of integrated concepts in both subjects and how these concepts 

were explicitly presented to our students will also be included in the discussion. 

 

P388: An innovative and integrated approach to teaching the O and B of a GOB chemistry 

course. 
Emily Halvorson (Pima Community College, USA) 

Pick up any traditional GOB text and the text will most likely be laid out with the first 10 

chapters relating to general chemistry, the next subset will cover organic and the last several 

chapters will cover biochemistry. As a result of this organization, chemical educators of GOB 

courses will most likely follow the same presentation of the material. However, when the 

material is presented in this order, the true integration of organic and biochemistry is often absent 

in the presentation. Thus, organic and biochemistry are taught as discrete topics and the 

integration is glossed over especially as the students focus on the nuances of the specific topic at 

hand. In addition, students struggle to connect the relevant nature of organic to their future 

careers. An innovative approach to teaching organic and biochemistry for allied health students 

was undertaken to reveal the integration and relevant nature of both organic and biochemistry. 

Biological molecules (lipids, carbohydrates and proteins) became centralized themes or 

umbrellas throughout the course. Through the investigation of the biochemistry, the necessary 

organic was integrated under these themes. This required continual diverging from the 

biochemistry to the organic chemistry and vice versa resulting in significant jumping throughout 

the text. The approach and integration of the content under the various umbrellas or themes will 

be presented and numerous examples of the resulting curricula will be provided. 

 

P389: Curriculum, evaluations, triumphs and tribulations of an integrated one-semester 

GOB course 
Deboleena Roy (American River College, USA) 

This abstract is based on a new one-semester GOB course introduced at American River College 

in fall 2006. The course was designed to provide relevant and focused foundation for students to 

be successful in the biology pre-requisite courses for nursing and allied health fields and find 

connections for applications of chemistry to their professions. The integrated curriculum and 

how this course is conducted efficiently at American River College will be presented. The one-

semester GOB course has been offered only a few semesters yet statistical data shows it provides 

students with a background that translates into higher success rates. The evaluations were done 

by comparison of success rates in biology courses with our traditional chemistry pre-requisites. 

These evaluations along with the triumphs and tribulations associated with teaching this course 

will be discussed. 

 

P390: Getting allied health students interested in chemistry: Making the shift to an 

integrated GOB course 
Denise Guinn (The College of New Rochelle, USA) 

Making the transition from a traditional GOB to an integrated GOB course: Victories and 
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continued challenges. Using one of the new integrated GOB texts can help make the shift to an 

integrated GOB course. What are students saying about this popular new approach to teaching 

the one-semester GOB course, and are the students more interested in chemistry? 

 

P391: The nonmajor‟s GOB course: Where are we now? 
Laura Frost (Georgia Southern University, USA) 

Chemistry faculty face varying requirements for the teaching of a GOB course based on 

institution, pre-requisites, student majors, and other factors. This final presentation will outline 

some course challenges and possible solutions to ―normalizing‖ a GOB course curriculum. This 

presentation will involve active discussion with the audience and seeks to identify some best 

practices used by faculty across the country. 

 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM WH-113 

S37: The New ChemSource: Standards, Assessment, and More  

Mary Virginia Orna (College of New Rochelle, USA) 

When ChemSource as a strategy for pre-service and inservice chemistry teachers first appeared 

in 1994, it was cutting edge. Subsequently revised in 1998, the new 2010 Version addresses 

issues that became important in the intervening dozen years: assessment, standards (state and 

national), and inquiry-based activities. The SourceView videotapes will also be available on 

DVD. 

9:00   introduction 

9:05 
Mary Virginia 

Orna 
P392: Introduction to the New ChemSource 

9:25 Patricia Smith P393: National and state standards addressed in the New ChemSource 

9:45 
Ronald T. 

Tempest 

P394: Inquiry-Based Lab Activities 1: Synthesis and Qualitative Analysis 

of Gases 

10:05 Bill Bleam 
P395: Inquiry-based lab activities 2: Gay-Lussâc's temperature and 

volume changes in a gas (Charles's Law) 

10:25   break 

10:40 
Donald 

McKinney 
P396: Inquiry-based lab sctivities 3: Mole quantities and stoichiometry 

11:00 Kent Crippen 
P397: Teaching chemistry with computers in 2010: Leveraging the 

resources of the Web 

11:20 Patricia Smith P398: Assessment in the New ChemSource 

11:40 
Mary Virginia 

Orna 
P399: SourceView on DVD 

 

P392: Introduction to the New ChemSource 
Mary Virginia Orna (College of New Rochelle, USA) 

Since its inception back in 1988, the National Science Foundation-supported project known as 

―ChemSource: A Support Strategy for Pre-Service and Inservice Chemistry Teachers‖ has gone 

through several iterations. SourceBook 1.0 was almost immediately morphed into SourceBook 

1.1 with the introduction of several new features in each module, and these were subsequently 
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updated in SourceBook 2.1, which came out in hard copy in 1998 and has been marketed ever 

since by the ACS Education Division. But a lot has changed since 1998. New emphasis has been 

placed on forms of assessment. National and state standards were introduced. The development 

of inquiry-based laboratory activities made its way into the standards and the literature. New and 

improved technology for teaching students with disabilities has rendered some tried and true 

methods obsolete. The internet explosion and the subsequent computer usage for laboratory and 

lecture has grown incrementally. All of these issues had to be addressed in any updating of what 

has proven to be a solid resource for chemistry teachers. This paper will address the changes that 

have been made in SourceBook 3.0. The other papers in this symposium will address the other 

topics mentioned above. 

 

P393: National and state standards addressed in the New ChemSource 
Patricia Smith (ChemSource, Inc., USA) 

Since SourceBook was first published standards have become a major educational focus and are 

in a constant state of change. The versatility of the New ChemSource make it ideal for use in 

planning chemistry curricula and lessons. This session illustrates its usefulness. 

 

P394: Inquiry-based lab activities 1: Synthesis and qualitative analysis of gases 
Ronald T. Tempest (Germantown Academy, USA), Bill Bleam (Widener University, USA) 

This particular inquiry lab exercise allows students to manipulate chemical reactions that 

generate a variety of gases that are related to present day atmospheric conditions, particularly 

with regard to chemicals that are considered environmental pollutants. Students are also able to 

see that these gases can be detected with a number of standard testing agents. All of this is done 

in a convenient micro-scale setting. Finally, the gases produced and identified provide a basis for 

discussion about the normal sources of these gases and their detrimental effects in our worldwide 

atmosphere. 

 

P395: Inquiry-based lab activities 2: Gay-Lussâc's temperature and volume changes in a 

gas (Charles's Law) 
Bill Bleam (Widener University, USA), Ronald T. Tempest (Germantown Academy, USA) 

This lab exercise allows students to repeat Joseph Gay-Lussâc‘s experimental work that provided 

reliable data to confirm Jacques Charles suggested relationship between temperature and volume 

of a gas. Done in semi-micro form, the lab leads students to the concept of proportionality of 

volume to absolute or Kelvin tempera-ture. Historical references in the Teacher Guide include a 

diagram of Gay-Lussâc‘s original equipment set-up. 

 

P396: Inquiry-based lab sctivities 3: Mole quantities and stoichiometry 
Donald McKinney (Philadelphia Mathematics and Science Coalition, USA), Mark Michalovic 

(Bucks County Community College, USA) 

In this series of lab exercises students will learn about mole quantities and about stoichiometric 

quantities in chemical reactions. The first lab in the series involves simulated mole quantities 

using tangible objects. The second lab examines the reaction of sodium bicarbonate and acid and 

the third lab examines sets of microscale precipitation reactions. 

 

P397: Teaching chemistry with computers in 2010: Leveraging the resources of the Web 
Kent Crippen (University of Nevada Las Vegas, USA), David W. Brooks (University of 
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Nebraska Lincoln, USA) 

This session provides an overview of the rationale, structure, and resources used in our revision 

and reconsideration of the chapter on computer uses for SourceBook. From our vantage point, 

the World Wide Web has and will continue to have the biggest impact on the use of computers in 

chemistry teaching. This influence begins with sheer access to information about chemistry, 

includes interactive visualizations of chemical phenomena, supports new and evolving forms of 

student-centered learning, affords social networking for communities of individuals interested in 

conversing and collaborating, and promises unprecedented access to resources for doing 

chemistry. A framework for Web-based resources for teaching chemistry will be provided and 

illustrated with examples of high interest to teachers at all levels. 

 

P398: Assessment in the New ChemSource 
Patricia Smith (ChemSource, Inc., USA) 

Both formative and summative assessment are required when teaching for understanding 

chemistry concepts. This session will describe some of the material that has been added focusing 

on assessment. 

 

P399: SourceView on DVD 
Mary Virginia Orna (College of New Rochelle, USA) 

SourceView was developed in order to illustrate ways in which one could assess poor and 

excellent teaching in actual classroom situations. Based on 21 teaching episodes grouped into 

―Classroom Instruction,‖ ―Mathematical Problem Solving,  and ―Laboratory Instruction,‖• 

SourceView, 5-plus hours of video, originally appeared in VHS format. This made it difficult to 

access certain portions or certain episodes without making note of the timing in the time code on 

the videotape. Although the videos could not be remade, nor was there a pedagogical necessity to 

do so, the format change to DVD makes it infinitely easier to access a particular episode or 

portion thereof. Not only that, DVD is far more convenient for classroom use, and far less 

cumbersome and expensive than the VHS format. One can skip from episode to episode rather 

than advance by the conventional fast-forward. The SourceView Users™ Guide and the 

GuideBook are all provided as PDF files and can conveniently be used with the DVDs. This 

paper will demonstrate how SourceView can be used for a variety of purposes. 


